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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Mass psychosis is de?ned as “an epidemic of madness” that occurs when a “large portion of

society loses touch with reality and descends into delusions.” The witch trials of the 16th and 17th

centuries are a classic example. We’re now in the middle of another mass psychosis, induced by

relentless fearmongering coupled with data suppression and intimidation tactics of all kinds.

The 20-minute video above, “Mass Psychosis — How an Entire Population Becomes Mentally Ill,”

created by After Skool and Academy of Ideas,  explains the tactics used to seed and nurture

mental illness on a grand scale.

Fearmongering Breeds Insanity

A number of mental health experts have expressed concern over the blatant panic mongering

during the COVID-19 pandemic, warning it can have serious psychiatric effects. For example, in a

December 22, 2020, article  in Evie Magazine, S.G. Cheah discussed the emergence of mass

insanity caused by “delusional fear of COVID-19.”

“Even when the statistics point to the extremely low fatality rate among children and

young adults (measuring 0.002% at age 10 and 0.01% at 25), the young and the healthy

are still terrorized by the chokehold of irrational fear when faced with the coronavirus,”

Cheah wrote, adding:

“Instead of facing reality, the delusional person would rather live in their world of make-

believe. But in order to keep faking reality, they’ll have to make sure that everyone else

around them also pretends to live in their imaginary world.

In simpler words, the delusional person rejects reality. And in this rejection of reality,

others have to play along with how they view the world, otherwise, their world will not

make sense to them. It’s why the delusional person will get angry when they face

someone who doesn’t conform to their world view …

It’s one of the reasons why you’re seeing so many people who’d happily approve the

silencing of any medical experts whose views contradict the WHO or CDC guidelines.

‘Obey the rules!’ becomes more important than questioning if the rules were legitimate to

begin with.”

In a December 2020 interview (below), psychiatrist and medical legal expert Dr. Mark McDonald

also went on record stating “the true public health crisis lies in the widespread fear which

morphed and evolved into a form of mass delusional psychosis.”

“ We are now well beyond the first profound
shocks of this crisis, and it’s deeply concerning that
the number of [mental health] referrals remains so
high. ~ Brian Dow, Deputy chief executive of
Rethink Mental Illness”

He went so far as to refer to the outside of his home or o]ce as the “outdoor insane asylum,”

where he must assume “that any person that I run into is insane” unless they prove otherwise.

Reports of Psychotic Episodes Soar in Great Britain

Now, after some 19 months of abnormal “pandemic life,” the data are starting to re_ect

McDonald’s fears. For example, in the U.K., psychiatric referrals for ?rst-time psychotic episodes

have skyrocketed. As reported by The Guardian, October 17, 2021:

“Cases of psychosis have soared over the past two years in England as an increasing

number of people experience hallucinations and delusional thinking amid the stresses of

the Covid-19 pandemic.

There was a 29% increase in the number of people referred to mental health services for

their Wrst suspected episode of psychosis between April 2019 and April 2021, NHS data

shows. The rise continued throughout the spring, with 9,460 referred in May 2021, up 26%

from 7,520 in May 2019.

The charity Rethink Mental Illness is urging the government to invest more in early

intervention for psychosis to prevent further deterioration in people’s mental health from

which it could take them years to recover.

It says the statistics provide some of the Wrst concrete evidence to indicate the signiWcant

levels of distress experienced across the population during the pandemic.”

Psychosis Takes a Heavy Toll on a Person’s Life

Deputy chief executive of Rethink Mental Illness, Brian Dow, commented on the ?ndings:

“Psychosis can have a devastating impact on people’s lives. Swift access to treatment is

vital to prevent further deterioration in people’s mental health which could take them years

to recover from. These soaring numbers of suspected Wrst episodes of psychosis are

cause for alarm.

We are now well beyond the Wrst profound shocks of this crisis, and it’s deeply concerning

that the number of referrals remains so high. As Wrst presentations of psychosis typically

occur in young adults, this steep rise raises additional concerns about the pressures the

younger generation have faced during the pandemic.

The pandemic has had a game changing effect on our mental health and it requires a

revolutionary response. Dedicated additional funding for mental health and social care

must go to frontline services to help meet the new demand, otherwise thousands of

people could bear a catastrophic cost.”

According to a spokesperson for the British Department of Health and Social Care, the agency will

expand the NHS mental health services budget by £2.3 billion ($3.1 billion) per year by

2023/2024. They’ve also added £500 million ($691 million) to the 2021 budget to provide services

to those hit hardest by pandemic measures.

Anxiety and Depression Have Increased Dramatically Worldwide

Another study,  looking at the rates of anxiety and depression worldwide, found both conditions

increased dramatically in 2020. The researchers estimate the COVID pandemic resulted in an

additional 76 million cases of anxiety and 53 million cases of major depressive disorder, over and

above annual norms, with women and younger individuals being disproportionally affected.

According to The Guardian:

“… the team estimate there were 246m cases of major depressive disorder and 374m

cases of anxiety disorders worldwide in 2020, with the Wgure for the former 28% higher,

and for the latter 26% higher, than would have been expected had the crisis not happened.

About two-thirds of these extra cases of major depressive disorder and 68% of the extra

cases of anxiety disorders were among women, while younger people were affected more

than older adults, with extra cases greatest among people aged 20-24.”

Lead author Damian Santomauro, Ph.D., of the University of Queensland told The Guardian:

“We believe [that] is because women are more likely to be affected by the social and

economic consequences of the pandemic. Women are more likely to take on additional

carer and household responsibilities due to school closures or family members becoming

unwell.

Women also tend to have lower salaries, less savings, and less secure employment than

men, and so are more likely to be Wnancially disadvantaged during the pandemic. Youth

have been impacted by the closures of schools and higher education facilities, and wider

restrictions inhibiting young people from peer interactions.”

Increased prevalence of domestic violence may also be a contributing factor that places women

at increased risk of mental problems, while young adults are more likely to become unemployed.

Massive Rise in Mental Health Problems in Children

Children are bearing a particularly heavy burden as adults succumb to irrational fears. It’s not

surprising then that mental health referrals for children have nearly doubled in the U.K. since the

start of the pandemic.  According to British authorities, 16% of children between the ages of 5

and 16 were diagnosed with a mental disorder in 2020, compared to 10.8% in 2017.  As noted in

a September 23, 2021, press release by the Royal College of Psychiatrists:

“Eighteen months after the Wrst lockdown and after warnings from the mental health

sector about the long-lasting mental health impact of the pandemic, the Royal College of

Psychiatrists’ analysis of NHS Digital data found that:

190,271 0–18-year-olds were referred to children and young people’s mental health

services between April and June this year, up 134% on the same period last year (81,170)

and 96% on 2019 (97,342).

8,552 children and young people were referred for urgent or emergency crisis care

between April and June this year, up 80% on the same period last year (4,741) and up 64%

on 2019 (5,219).

340,694 children in contact with children and young people’s mental health services at the

end of June, up 25% on the same month last year (272,529) and up 51% on June 2019

(225,480).”

Eating disorders are also more prevalent than ever, and the rapid increase has left many children

waiting months for treatment — delays that could have life-threatening consequences — as

facilities are at capacity. The press release quotes a mother whose teenage daughter relapsed

into anorexia during the pandemic:

"The pandemic has been devastating for my daughter and for our family. She has anorexia

and was discharged from an inpatient unit last year, but the disruption to her normal

routines and socializing really affected her recovery. She was spending a lot less time

doing the things she enjoys and a lot more time alone with her thoughts.

Unfortunately, she relapsed, becoming so unwell she was admitted to hospital and

sectioned. After 72 days in hospital with no specialist eating disorder bed becoming

available, we brought her home where I had to tube feed her for 10 weeks.

My daughter urgently needed specialist help for this life-threatening illness, but services

are completely overwhelmed because so many young people need help. It's a terrifying

situation for patients and families to be in."

Mass Delusional Psychosis Traumatizes Children

Indeed, the widespread insanity on display among adults can have severe and lasting effects on

children as they grow up. According to McDonald (see interview above), the mental states of the

children he’s treated during this pandemic are far worse than he’s used to seeing in these age

groups. This tells us the trauma in_icted by pandemic measures is very serious.

One of the worst traumas in_icted on children has been the ridiculous idea that they might kill

their parents or grandparents simply by being around them. They’re also being taught to feel guilty

about behaviors that would normally be completely normal — as just one example: hysterical

adults calling a toddler who refuses to wear a mask a “brat,” when resisting having a restrictive

mask put across your face is perfectly normal at that age.

It's extremely abnormal for children to grow up thinking that they’re a danger to people around

them, and that everyone around them is a danger to them. It’s completely abnormal to grow up

thinking that facemasks, gloves and physical separation are required to stay alive.

Adults have also twisted irrational fear into a virtue, which is doubly tragic and wrong. Wearing a

mask has become a way to demonstrate that you’re a “good person,” someone who cares about

others, whereas not wearing a mask brands you as an inconsiderate lout, if not a prospective

mass murderer, simply by breathing.

What’s more, by encouraging us to remain in fear and allow it to control and constrain our lives,

the fear has become so entrenched that anyone who says we need to be fearless and ?ght for our

freedoms is attacked for being both stupid and dangerous.

Adults Must Be Healed to Save the Children

It’s adults who are mindlessly in_icting this emotional trauma on an entire generation. As noted by

McDonald in his interview, a primary cause of depression among children is feeling disconnected

from family and friends.

Everyone, but children in particular, needs face-to-face contact, physical contact, and emotional

intimacy. We need these things to feel safe around others and within our own selves. Digital

interactions cannot replace these most basic human needs, and are inherently separating.

McDonald cites U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention statistics showing there was a

400% increase in adolescent depression during 2020 compared to the year before, and in 25% of

cases, they contemplated suicide. These are unheard of statistics, he says. Never before have so

many teenagers considered committing suicide.

According to McDonald, parents and adults in general are to blame, because they are the ones

scaring children to the point they don’t feel life is worth living anymore. This is why we can’t just

treat the children. We must also address the psychosis of the adult population that is causing all

this trauma.

Mass Delusion Is Leading Us Into Slavery

The mass delusion must also be addressed because it’s driving us all, sane and insane alike,

toward a society devoid of all previous freedoms and civil liberties, and the corrupt individuals in

charge will not voluntarily relinquish power once we’ve given it to them.

Clearly, many of our political leaders know COVID-19 isn’t the deadly plague it’s been made out to

be. They issue stay-at-home orders from their vacation homes in the Caribbean and repeatedly

break their own mask and lockdown mandates.

They ride their bikes, stroll through the park, have family gatherings and dine out without a care.

They’re simply playing along, following the narrative coming from technocratic strongholds like

the World Health Organization, because it bene?ts them.

You could say the ruling class suffers from a different kind of psychosis. As explained in “Mass

Psychosis — How an Entire Population Becomes Mentally Ill,” totalitarianism actually begins as

psychosis within the ruling class, as the individuals within this class are easily enamored with

delusions that augment their power. And no delusion is greater than the delusion that they can,

and should control and dominate others.

Whether the totalitarian mindset takes the form of communism, fascism or technocracy, a ruling

elite that has succumbed to their own delusions of grandeur then sets about to indoctrinate the

masses into their own twisted worldview. All that’s needed to accomplish that reorganization of

society is the manipulation of collective feelings.

Sadly, many citizens are unwittingly aiding and abetting the global power grab that will result in

our enslavement. Fear fueled hysteria, which led to mass delusional psychosis and group control

where citizens themselves support and press for the elimination of basic freedoms.

There’s no doubt at this point that a totalitarian society is the ultimate end of this societal

psychosis unless we do something about it. The truth is, we’re as safe now as we ever were. We

must not allow our freedoms to be taken from us due to delusional fears. As noted by Cheah in

her article:

“It’s not unthinkable that the Wnal outcome would be total societal control on every aspect

of your life. Consider this — the endpoint of a mentally ill person is for them to be put

under a controlled environment (institutionalized like an asylum) where all freedoms are

restricted. And it's looking more and more like that's the endpoint of where this mass

psychosis is heading.”

We Must Restore Sanity

Once a society is ?rmly in the grip of mass psychosis, totalitarians are free to take the last,

decisive step: They can offer a way out, a return to order. The price is your freedom. You must

cede control of all aspects of your life to the rulers, because unless they are granted total control,

they won’t be able to create the order everyone craves.

This order, however, is a pathological one, devoid of all humanity. It eliminates the spontaneity that

brings joy and creativity to one’s life by demanding strict conformity and blind obedience. And

despite the promise of safety, a totalitarian society is inherently fearful. It is built on fear, and is

maintained by it too. So, giving up your freedom for safety and a sense of order will only lead to

more of the same fear and anxiety that allowed the totalitarians to gain control in the ?rst place.

Knowing this, we must remember to embrace courage, truth, honesty and freedom as we move

forward — not just in our thoughts and words but also in our actions. People cannot think logically

when in a state of delusional psychosis, which is why sharing information, facts, data and

evidence tends to be ineffective except in cases where the person was acting out of peer pressure

rather than a delusional belief.

Typically, the best you can do is stand ?rm and act in alignment with truth and objective reality,

much like you would if you were a ?rst responder faced with an accident victim who is responding

hysterically to what you know is only a minor injury.

In short, to help return sanity to an insane world, you ?rst need to center yourself and live in such

a way as to provide inspiration for others to follow — speak and act in such a way as to

demonstrate that you are not afraid to live life and return to normalcy.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,576 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The Soviets conducted tests that demonstrated that 2 months of continual fear permanently alters the brain. We have had more than that
now. Here in Australia, we are being saturated with the vaxx propaganda. I suspect that the only conceivable cure is a propaganda vaccine.
This is obtained by questioning. A song for everyone to sing to themselves Propaganda, to Amore: When they bleat it out proud /With their
message so loud /Propaganda /When the airwaves are full /Of their drivel and drool /Propaganda /When they censor the news /Coz they
don't like your views /Propaganda /When you can't have your say /Coz its only their way /Propaganda /If you're out on the street /And the
cops start to beat /Propaganda /When you're put to the wall /Coz you don't buy their tall /PROPAGANDA
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Well said! Thank you!
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Yes, HighTreason,  propaganda and fear, the harsh social isolation due to the draconian measures, the fear fueled by the media, the
confrontation of the vaccinated against the unvaccinated, the workload has increased (telework, family conciliation, children's
school support ... ). Without forgetting that, for many, the pandemic has threatened their vital projects and altered their lifestyle. How
this perception is determines what the neurobiological response to stress will be. If we are subjected to chronic stress, as has
happened with this false pandemic, if it is perceived as unpredictable and uncontrollable, it can have important consequences for
our health, especially for the brain.

When we are stressed, our body reacts in the same way as if it were an infectious process, that is, by mobilizing the cells that ?ght
an infection, even if it does not exist. This is called in_ammation. Although stress can cause heart, digestive, and immune problems,
our brain is usually the worst stopped. Neuroplasticity could be de?ned as the brain's ability to change and adapt to new
experiences. Stress works by reducing neuroplasticity and therefore affects how we deal with problems.

Chronic stress and depressive behaviors in basic neuroscience research have been associated with neuroplasticity impairments,
such as neuronal atrophy and synaptic loss in the medial prefrontal cortex and hippocampus. Glucocorticoids released from the
adrenal cortex under the in_uence of stress factors are the most important messengers in the integrative regulation of adaptive
plasticity of the brain, executed by the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal neurohumoral system. Excitatory synapses are considered key
elements in synaptic plasticity and behavioral adaptation. www.nature.com/.../1301574  (2008) ~
www.nature.com/.../s41380-019-0615-x  (2019) ~ link.springer.com/.../S0022093021030091  (2021)
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Mass Psychosis Is a Real Global Pandemic
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Mass psychosis is de?ned as “an epidemic of madness” that occurs when a “large portion of society loses touch with reality and descends into

delusions”

)

We’re now in the middle of a mass psychosis, induced by relentless fearmongering coupled with data suppression and intimidation tactics)

In the U.K., psychiatric referrals for ?rst-time psychotic episodes increased 75% between April 2019 and April 2021)

Rates of anxiety and depression worldwide increased dramatically in 2020. Estimates suggest the COVID pandemic resulted in an additional 76

million cases of anxiety and 53 million cases of major depressive disorder, over and above annual norms, with women and younger individuals

being disproportionally affected

)

Mental health referrals among children have doubled in the U.K. since the start of the pandemic; 16% of children between the ages of 5 and 16

were diagnosed with a mental disorder in 2020, compared to 10.8% in 2017

)
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Stress also depresses the immune system. A very dangerous combination, stress and vaccinations.The draconian measures against
the covid, have produced stress and depression. Depression is associated with increased production of pro-in_ammatory cytokines
that in_uence a spectrum of conditions associated with aging, including cardiovascular disease, osteoporosis, arthritis, type 2
diabetes mellitus, certain cancers, periodontal disease, frailty, and functional impairment.

In this prospective community study, we evaluated the relationship between depressive symptoms and changes in the in_ammatory
response after vaccination against in_uenza virus. Depressive intomas can sensitize the in_ammatory response system in older
adults and produce prolonged and ampli?ed in_ammatory responses after infection and other immune challenges. Sustained and /
or ampli?ed in_ammatory responses could accelerate a variety of age-related diseases. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/14557146  A very
comprehensive report: STRESS, ILLNESS AND THE IMMUNE SYSTEM www.simplypsychology.org/stress-immune.html
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Do I want to live in fear? That was the ONLY question I asked myself early last year.  The answer was simple: Not even if 98% of
people will die. (In a "pandemic" that later turned out a scam, existing only on TV and in computer models). Living in fear is worse
than death. I learned that by the age of 10, growing up in the ghetto (later became a national-award-winning linguist). The problem is
that fear acts upon the mind like a one-way tunnel to Hell.

Only few people make it all the way back. Moreover, cognitive security is more important for most people than learning about the
truth. You cannot help them. They prefer the known evil over the unknown, even if the unknown is potentially good. They are
blue-pilled for life. As they cannot take responsibility for themselves, they rely on "experts," who tend to be the most dangerous fools,
because they think they know for real... Only those who believe them without veri?cation can be worse... And they are... I don't
subscribe to lesser evil: lesser evil is still evil...
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it's not "Planet of the Apes" nor the "Day of the Tri]ds" but the inversion of reality with SANITY being replaced by INSANITY as
Orwell so presciently predicted ~ the New Normal is not the same as the Old Normal ~ it is the opposite ~ Mankind is being moulded
NOT in God's Image but in Snake Gates's image and his mentors the creators of Modern Medicine also known as the Rockefellers
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What is most concerning is the obesession the common citizen has with the "unvaccinated". I am seeing this go down between
family members & friends:  For example, many UN-vaccinated folks take personal responsiblity for their health, have stopped
watching the t.v. fear mongering news a long time ago, instead they are out getting exercise, increasing sun exposure & Vit D, going
to parks, picnics with friends, riding bikes, having BBQ's in their back yards, dancing in the living room with their partner, cooking new
recipes, adding to their health regime new supplements like NAC , along with a nebulizer & Hydrogen Peroxide & keeping Ivermectin
in home as a back up.  

In other words, the unvaccinated have take control of the situation and are not living in fear.  We follow the "dirty dozen" and more of
logicial & sound Scientists & Doctors and adjust our knowledge base accordingly, adapting to all new information. The tell tale sign
that society is getting seriously deranged is that the good health & attitiude of the UN-vaccinated seems to enrage people who ARE
living in fear & who are vaccinated.  Even if that rage is kept passive / agressive, they are simmering with resentment.  Just look
what happens if an "unvaccinated" catches Covid, you will see comments like "aha", or "that's what they deserve", or "you see, they
were wrong".....the vaccinated are rooting for their total destruction, how sick is that!  

Then, when that person gets better quickly by using natural cures (i.e. Joe Rogan), and the sky isn't falling, they don't know how to
handle it because their world view has been proven wrong.  When you state you now have natural immunity, they dispute this & the
cycle of persecution starts all over again.  The disdain for the healthy is surely mental illness at this point.
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That is a welcome stroke of sanity, in this crazy world! Also, funny, in the dark humor way. Genius.
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ShannonAZ, further if the vaccines are claimed (evidently not always true...at all) to reduce symptoms, then you want to talk about
asymptomatic carriers! Just take that psychoprojection and displace it onto the unvaxxed. The truth is that those who are not
vaccinated will feel/experience their symptoms if sick and hence, will seek bedrest, naturally quarantining! Conversely, many of the
"vaxxed" go right to work and interface with others even if they feel sick  because they "are vaxxed". What madness! You are right, the
obsession with the unvaxxed is a mental illness of its own. Bullying, threatening, disowning, shaming and name calling for refusing a
vaccine that has not been tested adequately or longterm, carrying such severe side effects as myocarditis and pericarditis, is mental
illness alright. It's violence, bullying. This has to stop and it also has to be stopped. We need to point it out society wide. Is it about
time to cut through?
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LOLOL
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shannonaz, the game being operated by evil and ignorant or stupid agents of We The People is endless. Just yesterday, the radio
pushed the "[t]he best way to keep your unvaccinated child safe is to surround them only with vaccinated people." After all, the for
pro?t shots stop people from getting PCR test and shot disease and transferring it to others.  NOT
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Brilliant!  We need a propaganda vaccine, absolutely!
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“Propaganda...”  This is absolutely marvelous!  Is this your own creation?  Well done to the creator and the poster! I would encourage
fellow readers to literally go and SING IT OUT!  Go ?nd the tune where you normally check for music — or not — really it doesn’t
matter if you are "on tune" or even know the tune!  It’s good for the soul to express yourself.   Sing to yourself as High Treason
suggests, yes sing even if you’re alone!  No self judgement here!  Such an act as singing out some satire may seem small but such
acts are signi?cant ways to rebalance ourselves while entities act to limit us.  See my other comment here on this being a powerful
act.

High Treason, I’m in the States and have a family member who is a Yank but lives in Oz, and I understand that the situation is
horrendous.  'Want you to know that we here care about what you guys are going through, and are rooting for you and the other
Aussie commenters here.  Stay strong in spirit.  Keep up the creativity too.
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Hello STAN.  i've been kinda scarce around here and I think so have you so I'm rejoicing in seeing your reappearance. We've feed
each other a few tunes over the years and today is no different. Sometimes we just got to let the music do the talkin'.  
www.songfacts.com/.../ship-of-fools    (youtube avoidance). I thought at ?rst to send Wooden Ships by the J.A. or CSNY but,  grim
as things are, post apocalyptic is premature and besides, Ray's organ just adds a carnival like atmosphere to the ?asco. Stay the
course, all of us here in Mercolaland.  A 1000 private jets gathered in Davos cannot escape the fate that awaits them that have
desecrated the bounty from our creator . . . .
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Yes, Stan, Gates and Rockefeller are the fathers of modern medicine and many other plagues against humanity, and now the mass of
zombies seem to settle for the Gods of power that gather in Davos.  A deleted government report exploring how to get the public to
modify their behavior to accept the new 'green economy' reveals how COVID-19 restrictions have created a population with a "deep
reverence" for authority and a "powerful tendency to conform." The paper explored how to weaponize behavioral psychology to 'push'
the public to take supportive measures and adopt behaviors without them explicitly knowing that they are being manipulated.

Under the heading "Principles for Successful Behavior," the document noted: “Government statements, actions and laws powerfully
shape perceptions of normative and acceptable behaviour. For instance, even with public criticism being high, many still perceived
government approval as the yardstick for safe behaviour during COVID-19 ‘we’re allowed to do this now [so must be safe]…’. This
reveals, for many, a deep set reverence for legitimate government authority, regardless of one’s personal political views.”

The investigation also found that even if enforced changes to lifestyle are not wanted by the public, most tend to fall in line with the
new status quo rather quickly anyway. The report was prepared by the Behavioural Insights Team (BIT), a quasi-government body
that was part of the effort to use “totalitarian” and “unethical” methods of instilling fear into the population as a means of scaring
them into complying with lockdown rules summit.news/2021/10/22/deleted-government-report-celebrates-how-public..
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Shannonaz, between the ears of those living in their Psychotic World, the unvaxxed are dangerous demons.  They’ve literally been
demonized. True story,  the other weekend i met a young woman who approached me, amidst her “psychotic break” in our building’s
lobby, who asked  me to speak to her aunt on the cellphone.  Reluctantly I took the phone and spoke to a concerned adult who was
trying to manage her niece’s situation from afar..  

The aunt said it was a “psychotic break”, and the young woman was scared - and as I didn’t perceive any danger, I stayed with her
until the ambulance eventually came to take her to a hospital.  She was OK with me, but I could see the girl’s agitated mental state as
she spoke on the phone to her aunt.  She described her story very loudly for everybody to hear, about the abuses that she had
suffered and the feeling that her life was being threatened - it was like the worst horror story, it was truly dark and profane.  And as I
stood overhearing it all,  I realized it was her reality, a hell that was real to her, at least at that moment... she was snarky and
exaggerated as she spoke.  

All very troubling BUT the part that really blew me away, was when she described another person who was hurting her.  It was her
roommate’s boyfriend who was the worst abusive guy, who in her words was, amongst other things, “an anti-vaxxer”.. Wow, such
strong language.  This young person was at an extreme but honestly, this attitude seems to persist even as we go up the scale
towards mild mental delusion.  I think I was meant to hear that and realize that the dark has a new enemy and it is the ones they call
“anti-vaxxers”.  Stay safe and aware.  God bless
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Gui-The mass psychosis seems to be with those who are in power. Now trying SSRI's or antidepressants to treat Covid instead of
promoting Vitamin D. In some ways I think they are clueless in what to do. The only narrative is vaccination or some other drug which
can make Big Pharma even more wealthy. Vit D/probiotics/B complex are way too inexpensive to promote so repurposing expensive
drugs is more likely. Next they will ?gure out how to repurpose Oxycontin. Here take a few Oxy's and you won't care that you have
Covid. www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/antidepressant-_uvoxamine-may-cut-chance-1511..
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I was walking into the grocery store recently and ran into a former coworker who I had not seen since fall of 2019. The ?rst thing out
of her mouth as she approached me very cautiously was, you’ve been vx’d, right? Don’t know how many times I’ve been asked by
wary people if I’ve had the jab. I appreciate this article to help me understand better this delusional mass psychosis.
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If you all wanna talk about psychotic! What's really crazy is jumping for a jab that has not been tested for at least ten years ongoing,
and not knowing what the outcome will be, but then saying it "keeps you safe" and that those refusing such a risk, protecting
themselves from unknown longterm side effects, are the mad hatters. To evaluate pro vs con, risk vs bene?t should be an absolutely
last resort in the world of medicine. Instead, it is the very basis of all mainstream medical practice. To risk such "side effects"
(insane euphemism) as heart in_ammation, blood clots, seizures, fainting and death is insanity alright.

But you see, "That only happens to so few people" . So psychotic person, don't you think it could happen to YOU or YOUR loved one?
Magical thinking says "oh no, it will never happen to me/you. Just somebody else, over there". And not caring about that Somebody
Else, is a form of mental illness alright. It's like watching violent crime without regret or remorse. Really? Sanity, smarts? Something
is wrong with this picture. I just had to post this. This is indeed, a society gone mad with non-thinking and thinking, both alike.

ShannonAZ, for those bullying the "anti vax" just show them the vaccine manufacturer's facts lea_ets, that they state that "this may
prevent disease, but it may not prevent it for everybody". Show them MOderna's top MD's statement that it does not prevent disease,
only claimed to cut into the symptoms (the VAXED are asymptomatic carriers, as before!) This may be an older article however he
makes points that last longterm, check this out.  nypost.com/2020/11/24/moderna-boss-says-covid-shot-not-proven-to-stop-..
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How to Disarm Propaganda - Mark Crispin Miller / Corbett www.corbettreport.com/solutionswatch-propaganda  ~
www.unz.com/.../were-all-zombies  In one episode of The Walking Dead the zombies are seen shu|ing under the arch of an
episcopal church inscribed with a passage from the gospel of John, “He who eats my _esh and drinks my blood has eternal life”.
Over a billion Catholics in the world regularly transform bread and wine into what they believe is the actual _esh and blood of their
savior, Jesus of Nazareth, and eat him. Catholics believe this sacramental right gives them eternal life. In the zombie meme, the
infected humans die and are born again but not unto salvation but into a hell of insatiable appetites and mindless meandering.

The Christian myth is agricultural; Christ is killed, buried, and comes to life three days later as the seed emerging from the ground,
just as the moon hides for three days behind the sun each month, only to be born again. Christ’s body is the ‘sacred’ meal, the
sacri?cial food of the gods, his blood is their elixir. The Catholic acts as the god receiving the sacred meal and by doing so gains the
eternal qualities of the gods by breaking the most embedded of human taboos – the eating of human _esh. It’s certainly a curios
paradox that the sins of man are forgiven by committing cannibalism, as Catholic doctrine clearly states that Jesus was both man
and God and the transubstantiation of the Catholic mass physically changes the bread and wine into the _esh and blood of Jesus.

As the Christian myth begins its third millennium, is the zombie meme telling us that this religious story is no longer viable ? Are
billions of ‘zombies’ eating _esh and drinking blood but ?nding no nourishment? The vast majority of Western people have a
profound belief in science and science tells us that the story of Jesus is not to be taken literally, yet our churches insist that the
‘myth’ of Jesus is historical.
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Fear spreads faster than the worst virus. President Franklin Roosevelt stated that "the only thing we have to fear is fear itself." It is dramatic
to think that insanity and psychosis have been displaced by the media obedient to the hand that feeds them, the globalist elites, and a
technocracy that is used by everyone interested in displacing social psychosis. In any case, we must be afraid of biological weapons called
"vaccines". The alarm creates hypervigilance and this in_uences behavior, leading to what we call collective psychosis. What is truly
negative for our psychological stability is conditioning all areas of our life out of fear of the coronavirus. Being aware of every thought helps
us to think freely.

Where is that freedom? Let's listen to those who tell us the truth, to those who open up real ways to overcome fear. The fear of contagion
leads us to be more conformist, even to believe in the predictions of the false scienti?c research handled by the Pharmaceutical Ma?a and
its promoters, which lead to much more profound social and psychological changes, promoted by fear. Part of humanity is lost in a
labyrinth of missing news, it is dazzled by lies and the anxiety of death. The greatest fear is of a new world order of the loss of rights and
freedoms, the economic crisis, poverty, increasing inequalities and a possible mandatory vaccination. Fear of discovering that the
scaffolding of civilization that is being forged is a house of cards.
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What can we do to overcome fear and social psychosis? Let us become aware of our interior, let us process the information with a
critical spirit. All that is in this sphere is our mental life: our desires, thoughts, beliefs, sensations, feelings, fears, etc. When we feel
exposed, the elements of negative traits grow and interconnect, collapsing our consciousness, clouding our mind and confusion.
What can we do so that our fears do not take over us in these situations? The simplest and most obvious thing would seem to strive
to consciously take control of such elements, combat them, and even expel them from our sphere.

How do we manage to expand our consciousness? What seems clear is that exercises in meditation, self-observation, tolerance,
curiosity, motivation, compassion, and other psychological traits and practices favor the expansion of consciousness and mitigate
the devastating effects of defensive elements. If we want to maintain serenity in stressful situations, we must educate our
conscience. Its prolonged cultivation from observation and curiosity helps us to be more lucid, e]cient, motivated and, in general,
happier.
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Yet right is working to bring down those who would mass murder and maim, and not just covid ... doctors and drug companies have
been life limiting for decades! We understand that some 15 million stolen children ( probably the greatest scandal of modern time)
have been found and rescued ...many though were already dead and more being found daily! The Drug industry continues its vile
research (the mixing of human and animal dna and bringing it to adult), never mind its virus and worse research! I salute the
militaries of the world ... especially that of the US who in a number of countries are forced to euthanise many hundreds of such half
human beings ( the white tents are in Haiti ,Italy and elsewhere in the world)! The deep state is simply a controlling militia of
Rothschilds etc that has stolen 80% of the worlds wealth and are now intent on removing vast numbers of us, taking ALL the wealth
and creating a world that somehow suits them alone ....!

That deep state though is having its money removed ( its gold already has been ... some 300 _ights we understand to remove stolen
gold found in 150 miles of tunnels under the Vatican ,Switzerland etc) and which now underlines the new world Quantum Financial
System !The arrests are ongoing, we understand that the Royal family were taken away Friday last from London and soon world
leaders and governments will be arrested and held to account .... its a bumpy ride to a better safer world ...big pharma WILL be gone
.... destroyed and a new system of healthcare is already being implemented at a cost of $7 trillion, run by Kodak and GE  using a
combination of natural practices through to high technology ... people will be treated on the cause of their ill health ...not on
symptoms! This is probably the greatest change for good ever  ...and the ?nal shocks ... those who we were told had died ....are very
much still with us and are driving the Great Awakening!
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hi there Gui and steve40car please remember that the ancients believed that " THOSE WHOM THE GODS WISHED TO DESTROY,
THEY FIRST DRIVE MAD"
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Fear, fear, fear. The current Corona terror is a continuation & addition built on the Foundations of all the other fear campaigns before
it. Just going back a bit we have the horrible hippy counterculture & it being used to launch the 'weed' wars setting a program of a
snitch nation, fear, fear, fear of 'Reefer Madness." Also used for the Hard Hat's vs. the Hippy's, the loss of jobs because of _akey
hippy's who want to take us back to the Stone Age eating sticks & twigs for daring to mention most everything as it stood was
unsustainable & environmentally destructive. Used by massive corporate interest to hide the real reasons they shut down a plant or
moved it out of country.

Yet the few who stayed in the states & grabbed low hanging fruit for environmental improvements for most part found they made
higher pro?ts & had healthier happier workplaces. We've had the nutty survivalist's who were mostly going off grid to search for ways
to live independent of Privileged Elites seductions of Convenience once we're sucked in, it's almost impossible to ?nd a way out.
Then one domestic economic disaster after another blamed on foreign Corporations when more often than not, turn out to be
American Financial & Business gone global but the fear campaign makes it all out to be 'the Other.'

Then of course we have 9/11 launching massive invasions into deep corners of private lives & reduction of Civil Rights & Liberty's.
Also, Bank meltdowns & crisis calling for more & deeper sacri?ce from ordinary citizens. Meltdowns there just is no cure for but
happen at regular intervals nearly always adjusting wealth, power & control upwards. Now we have a perfect enemy to make 'war' on.
Germs. Invisible, hiding under every rock & every dark corner. Fear, fear, fear. None of this is new & one can go back thousands of
years to follow it up to today. You're right Gui, such behavior is why there are deserts across our Garden, Planet Earth ?lled with the
Carcasses of Dead Empires.
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Thanks steve49car. Yes, history marks a past where health is served by a tyranny and medical and political fascism where corruption
leads the medicine that Rockefeller and Gates have imposed. Centralization and control of digital data is the path of mastery of the
media owned by bankers, large corporations, and philanthropic organizations like Bill and Melinda Gates. Receiving donations from
major foundations such as Rockefeller, Ford and MacArthur is compromising informational truth because they act as controllers of
alternative and critical voices that challenge the forces of globalization.

The coronavirus crisis presents an opportunity for a "new kind of capitalism" and a "great reboot" of global economies, politics and
societies, according to World Economic Forum (WEF) founder and CEO Klaus Schwab. New economic systems that are digitally
based and associated or managed by central banks are a key part of the WEF's Great Reset, and such systems would be part of the
answer to control the masses. It is the continuity of a menticide, which with the "vaccines" is established as genocide. The deep
state has big servers. Fact checks will come from a variety of major outlets, including FactCheck.org, Politifact, the Associated
Press, and the Washington Post, which will evidently be rigged. It is also part of the domain of undercover government agencies,
seeking to deceive and propagandize their agendas.
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We support instead personalized medical care through Natural Medicine and a set Quantum Financial System to exchange our
?nancial values in the future, apparently the quantum ?nancial system has been operating simultaneously in the background for
some time and is ready for its use. use at any time, if the old one falls apart or returns. Thanks to global digitization, all accounts and
money _ows are known!

The Trump Administration was committed to the Quantum Financial System and unleashing its incredible potential for economic
growth, technological advancement, and the national security of the United States. The Quantum Financial System (QFS) provides
clean and pristine integrity in the movement of funds from Central Banking sources to destination accounts. A key bene?t of the QFS
is to protect all parties from corruption, usury and manipulation within the banking system and to ensure that banks are controlled
and protected against the agreed contract of the funds transfer process.
www.hpcwire.com/off-the-wire/trump-administration-launches-new-quantum..
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Yes, Stan, good citation. In American literature, the character of Prometheus speaks the phrase: Whom the gods would destroy they
?rst make mad in the poem "The Masque of Pandora" (1875), by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Also. "WHEN A GOD PLANS HARM
AGAINST A MAN, HE FIRST DAMAGES THE MIND OF THE MAN HE IS PLOTTING AGAINST."
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AMEN!
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Just, well rebuilt the failures of fascism, yes, we have been for many decades where democracies have been destroyed and instead
coexist with an established fascism is the corrupt power. Tyranny is a self-destructive system and although the people have not
consciously chosen to be under the yoke of the tyrant, they have a moral responsibility to break the bond of submission established
with the despot. He argues that individuals often associate and remain under the yoke of the tyrant for the supposed security
afforded them, but that it actually translates into exploitation.

However, although his freedom is restricted, the subject naturally has the desire for freedom. In America today, democide has only
just begun, as this 'Covid' plot orchestrated by the ruling class and the Biden government continues in its efforts to eliminate the
American population to advance the agendas of the disease, the eugenics and death. Terrorism is always based on fear,
misinformation and ultimately menticide. On September 11, 2001, an attempt was made to terrorize the American people into
passing the unconstitutional Patriot Act. This allowed the United States government to spy on all Americans and violate
constitutional privacy rights.

Medical and political tyranny have a glorious past with the so-called "New Green Revolution" is a disaster for humanity. The
Rockefeller Foundation and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation established an Alliance for the Green Revolution, which claimed
that the initiative would bring bene?ts to the impoverished peasants of Africa. This new philanthropic endeavor only created failures.
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Now we have the so-called natural assets company, or NAC, the vehicle will allow the formation of specialized corporations "that
have the rights to the ecosystem services produced in a certain portion of land, services such as carbon sequestration or drinking
water." WALL STREET’S NEW ASSET CLASS WILL PUT NATURAL WORLD ‘UP FOR SALE’. The Rockefeller Foundation and the New
York Stock Exchange recently created a new asset class that will put not just the natural world but the processes underpinning all
life, up for sale under the guise of promoting "sustainability." However, as explained at the end of this article, even the creators of
NAC admit that the ultimate goal is to extract almost in?nite pro?t from the natural processes they seek to quantify and then
monetize. One more help for the powerful elites who gather in Davos to continue the construction of the Great Reset
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/wall-street-new-york-stock-exchang..  (10/27/ )
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Hi Gui and All, great posts and article & video.  Fear was the ?rst and quickest-spreading poison released during this current
human-will and power takeover.  The energy of Fear itself, (which has a very low vibrational frequency) has created long hauler
damage on humanity on all levels, physical, emotional, mental and spiritual. Not happily, I brag to myself, that from the start I
recognized people who had become “Covid crazy”, the descriptive allowed me to make sense of all the irrational thoughts and
behaviours I witnessed all around.

From the video, Jung would call it “a psychic epidemic” - where “Reason has proved itself completely powerless, precisely because
its arguments have an effect only on the conscious mind and not on the unconscious.” -Jung lived through both world wars and
recognized this phenomena before, but we have to say, this current war has to be the mother of all mass psychoses. Our current
homework has to be dispelling negative emotions, and accessing Jung’s unconscious mind, to restore sanity.

By doing things to elevate and level up to positivity we will  manifest the solutions we need right now. Attention To our vagus nerve is
important. We can calm the subconscious mind  and the unconscious reaction of our vagus nerve. Via the vagus nerve, you can send
a message to your body that it’s time to relax and de-stress, which leads to long-term improvements in mood, wellbeing and
resilience e.g cold - singing - yoga - prayer - laughter.

“Treatments that target the vagus nerve increase the vagal tone and inhibit cytokine production. Both are important mechanism of
resiliency. The stimulation of vagal afferent ?bers in the gut in_uences monoaminergic brain systems in the brain stem that play
crucial roles in major psychiatric conditions, such as mood and anxiety disorders.
selfhacked.com/blog/32-ways-to-stimulate-your-vagus-nerve-and-all-you-..  ~ www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc
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Dear Luvvvy, outstanding exposition of fear and a highly recommended proposition, because the manipulation of the vagus nerve is
an excellent medicine to overcome the stress that fear produces, and to see life with greater clarity and realism, is to embark on a
greater happiness. Yes, we must access the conscious plane to manage fear. Now with the covid we are seeing that the
manipulation of people with fear is one of the challenges of any ambition for power. That is why the face of the world is always scary
and that is why the question about fear is often a question about power. Tell me how scared you are and I will tell you who you are.
Or tell me what fear you need and I'll tell you what you want to use power for.

Big Pharma and its corporate allies spread fear and increase people's insecurity of pandemics, to feed the thirst for pro?t, it has
bought doctors, academics, magazines, professional and patient organizations, university departments, journalists, regulators and
politicians. These are the methods of the ma?a. It will be the sense of conscious responsibility that drives life in freedom. Life
humiliated by any totalitarian energy is pure fear. Now we live a mixed-race situation, an experience of dizzying transformations
between responsibility and fear, they invite us to consciousness. We cannot bear the humiliation of totalitarianism, but we are
suffering a gradual loss of political sovereignty and freedom.

Raising awareness means asking ourselves about the responsibility and fear that are in every ambition for power. The way must be
CRITICAL THINKING against the corrupt powers. It is in us that the stimuli, manipulators of the information, that try to lead people
into false beliefs and direct them down the path of false promises and the loss of true health, are ?ltered through critical thinking
that promotes the I ?nd the truth, self-esteem, true personal integration, far from the manipulation subjected to the mass man.
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Thank you Dordee, you are very kind, God is a great consolation for stress and death
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So.....fear mantras repeated every ?ve minutes for years ongoing, locking up the well along with the sick, false promises, coercion/loss of
job/housing/food, anti-vaxx bullying tactics, abuse, censorship, lying, calling KIDS Murderers for being around their grandparents and
holding that kind of trauma over their young and impressionable heads....are supposed to lead us to trust? Just trust the vaccines, just trust
the powers that be? Submit to the jab or else, side effects and death be damned! Oh Really? This is violent criminal behavior! But, just trust
us, and don't tell the truth, or we will recruit the entire society to call you names, we will publicly slander your work as fraud especially when
it speaks the truth, and we censor you! Just trust us! The psychosis is not merely in the main cross sectors, which it is. It is especially, in the
minds of those who created this whole melodrama. They are absolutely crazy, out of their heads.

To tell KIDS the stuff above, is high level child abuse and MENTAL TORTURE OF CHILDREN .I want to see the powers that be, prosecuted for
that. What crazy, deliberately planted cognitive distortions! It is known, stated on the CDCs and FDAs websites, and on Healthline, that this
_u is usually mild and that the elderly and medically vulnerable are the ones who develop serious disease. Prosecute, felony level!

US Rep Madison Cawthorne has done the right thing. He has called for the "Demon Doctor Fauci" to be investigated for unthinkable animal
torture (brace yourselves for the end of his short speech, whew) and for lying to Congress, and his role in funding the creation of COVID.
Please support his work and pass this along! thank you. www.lifesitenews.com/news/madison-cawthorn-demands-investigation-of-de..  

On Bitchute www.bitchute.com/.../bR9qg1vosKaG

More Cawthorn vs Fauci www.bitchute.com/search/?query=madison%20cawthorn%20%20fauci&kind=..
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Yes, Mirandola, need for Fauci to be investigated. During an episode of the Thomas Paine Podcast, Robert F. Kennedy Jr. blew the lid
on Dr. Anthony Fauci’s extensive legacy of fraud and coverups throughout his lengthy medical career in the federal government.
Kennedy explained that Fauci has been a problematic character all throughout his more than 50-year tenure in public health, during
which he operated as a workplace tyrant and ruined the careers of countless physicians and researchers who, unlike himself, were
upstanding and honorable individuals. “Tony Fauci didn’t want the American public to know that he has poisoned an entire
generation of Americans,” Kennedy said, alleging Fauci targeted a whistleblower who was trying to uncover the blood supply in the
country was tainted with deadly strains. truepundit.com/exclusive-robert-f-kennedy-jr-drops-bombshells-on-dr-fa..  /
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Thank you for the comment and the link Guillermou. Pretty unthinkable to consider the tainting of blood by infections...under Fauci's
watch...and probably by design! And going after a whistle blower, in the way you hint, whew! Considering that the CDC owns patents
for the current virus, what is to stop them from owning patents to others and to vaccines, etc? patents.justia.com/.../7776521  
patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/a8/c0/6a/0584dd67435ef2/US7279327...   and as we know, David Martin has tracked down
about 400 such patents! Oh it's just very pro?table to make people ill, isn't it. Oh sick. One more high level violent crime to lock 'em
up for. And it is well deserved, and way too long in coming. We must all work to that end! Something is wrong with these people, and
murderers surely must not be tolerated in public o]ce.
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How can this bad bird Fauci _y under the radar for ?ve decades & leave such a huge swatch of destruction to so many citizens? How
is it this goofy madness has passed as anything remotely resembling a Health Care System? When we see what Dr Judy even with
her voice kept mu|ed is true, how did this Demon Doctor hold his crown at the top of the Medical Systems food Chain? How does he
stay in command when his system is not only in competition for the top cause of death, it is the most costly in the world?  Fire Fauci
& don't replace him with a clone!
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JustSteve, very well said and articulated, as usual! Fire him? Good lord, that is way too kind. He deserves life in solitary con?nement.
Or how about a really good social distancing? Send him to the moon with a one-way ticket.
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Here are more politicians and doctors who have spoken out and who are part of the solution! Please let us follow the lawsuits,
governors who oppose mandates, and pass the solutions along widely! Retsbew also posted a wonderful link to her thread today,
please see! Thank you all. \ Alabama governor signs executive order challenging Biden’s vaccine mandate
www.lifesitenews.com/news/alabama-governor-signs-executive-order-chall..  \ COVID jabs are ‘experimental treatments,’ free will is
being ‘trampled’ on: US bishop www.lifesitenews.com/news/covid-jabs-are-experimental-treatments-free-..  \ Over a dozen service
members sue Biden admin to block military vaccine mandate
www.lifesitenews.com/news/over-a-dozen-service-members-sue-biden-admin..  

Thousands of NYC employees protest jab mandate, march on the historic Brooklyn Bridge
www.lifesitenews.com/news/thousands-of-nyc-employees-protest-liberal-m..  \ Student-athlete ?les lawsuit against California
school district that doesn’t offer religious exemption www.lifesitenews.com/news/thomas-more-society-sues-california-school-d..
 \ Yale disease expert tells parents to pull kids out of schools, educate them at home to avoid jab mandates
www.lifesitenews.com/news/yale-disease-expert-tells-parents-to-educate..  \ Canadian doctors spoke about their ?rsthand witness
to COVID vaccine injuries at a silent protest in Alberta’s capital.
www.lifesitenews.com/news/more-of-us-need-to-speak-up-alberta-doctor-a..
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A brilliant piece.  Thank you.  Carry on with your lives, go on vacation, take your masks off, there is no longer anything to be afraid of. Do not
instill fears on your kids.  Turn off all msm until they come to their senses.  That includes newspapers, magazines, tv and radio that instill
fear. Delete any public health message from cdc, fda, local health authorities, request to be unsubscribed. Finally read the experts who
make sense.  Live your life to the fullest.  Walk, sleep, eat well, take your supplements, meditate,.  Set an example for family and friends.
 You are not scared, you are informed and you know how to take care of yourself and your family.

💕💕
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Wonderful advice! Keep up the good work. I totally believe that as we have discussion after discussion on negative effects in our
environment, we always need to provide the peaceful, reasonable solution and recommend good mental practices and be loving
toward one another. This is part of the cure. I am with you on trying to be a]rmative on the positive side. We all need you and your
message at this point in time just as much, or more than we need more warnings.
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Thank you exmouth123. I have said from the start of this, that I have chosen not to participate. Life is ?ne. Of course, in many places
it is nearly impossible to affect that.
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Stoneharbor, exmouth123, JuQuDC thank you! Tell somebody daily that you care, whether in person or oxymoronically "Socially"
distanced over the phone....but do it daily. Do creative projects that put "vitamins" into your soul. Show kids love, kindness and social
connection, children require all of those for their healthy psychological and brain development. People of all ages, ditto we are social
by nature. Spend time in nature, listen to great music, dance, live/laugh/love. When we look over it all, what was life about? Do
everything that is important to you, as much as you can. Thank you for your posts about positive living! We need it now more than
ever before.
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Cheers! Well said exouth123 ! I am not scared, I am informed & know how to take care of myself & family, :) That should be a mantra
at this point to counteract the "pandemic of the unvaccinated".
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beauprep
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For Halloween this year, I’m just going as myself... unmasked, untested, unvaccinated, perfectly healthy and unafraid. For some
reason that seems to scare the absolute *** out of everybody!
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MoMac46
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Exactly exmouth123 Thank you  - i agree live life best way you can. I am 75. Today I was at the gym, did a wee bit of a workout best I
could, went for swim and sauna and jacuzzi - then went for a coffee. I treated myself today. I feel the better for it. No mask no fear no
MSM ever.

Thank you Dr. Mercola for the superb article. And the videos, the wee drawings are marvellous a picture tells a thousand words  

Thank all you wonderful posters, reading your well informed comments makes my day.
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Easy to decide  not to obey, however when people are deprived from their livelihoods, then they are punished in the worst way, one
cannot even imagine they are in. Its scandalous whatever is happening, and people cannot avoid being depressed.
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Some might think this year's scariest Halloween costume is the unmasked  - so scary they're not allowed in many public places. But no -
worse are the invisible ones, the unvaccinated. It's the unvaccinated, all over the world, that scare those who are Panicdemic'd, more than
any disease. WHO wouldda thunket. People dressed as COVID or the SARS-COV-2 virus, even if they themselves are infected with COVID,
aren't half as scary. We can cure COVID - we've proven that millions of times, but we can't cure our fears of the dreaded UNVACCINATED. To
your health, tracy
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Yes Tracy, and also, who is to blame that the vaccinated face the unvaccinated? Media such as CNN and the liar Fauci. Fauci has
indicated that o]cials can bring back the mask mandates, even for those who are vaccinated. He blamed unvaccinated Americans
for this likely shift, saying they are leading the country "in the wrong direction" by rejecting experimental vaccines. His comments
were made Sunday from CNN's State of the Union. He told CNN's Jake Tapper: “If you look at the in_ection of the curve for new
cases and, as you said in the run-up to this interview, you are among the unvaccinated. And since we have 50 percent of the country
that is not fully vaccinated, that's a problem. "Fauci added:" This is a problem predominantly among the unvaccinated, which is why
we are out there practically pleading with the unvaccinated people to go out and get vaccinated."

Fauci was asked about returning the mask mandates, even for those who have been vaccinated. He said, “You know, Jake, this is
under active consideration. If you ask, am I part of the discussion? Yes, I am part of the discussion. But I think what you're looking at,
although from our conversation at this point, the CDC still says and recommends that if you're fully vaccinated, you don't need to
wear a mask inside." Fauci is never as simple as that. Remember, this is the man who ?rst said he didn't wear masks, then he said he
wear one mask, then he said it would be nice to wear two masks. His reasoning was that "science is evolving". !!!. Yes, the bogus
science that leads to "vaccines" thenewamerican.com/fauci-unvaccinated-to-blame-if-vaccinated-are-force..
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Yes Tracy, real faces with smiles are Halloween Spooks, but gag masks hiding all expression are symbols from God. More psychosis!
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Yes Guillermou: the witch hunts didn't seek people who are different, instead there was a hunt for "normals" who were clearly
disguised as witches.
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Truth Bombs = Fearmongering = Mass non-Delusional Psychosis when the Truther Reality gets blended into the Insanity "reality".
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www.rebelnews.com/how_stupid_do_our_governments_think_we_are  How stupid do our governments think we are?  Neil Oliver with his
Scottish wisdom.
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Thank you Retsbew, yes, need to support Rebel News in partnership with The Democracy Fund, to address 20 legal cases in an
attempt to set a precedent against "vaccine" passports. Yes, all the draconian measures and the ones he now wants to impose in the
UK, are corrupt means imposed by the “vaccines” mandates. Here are the consequences: It is now being con?rmed by the _ooding
of US hospital emergency rooms with vaccinated patients exhibiting extreme levels of illness in the face of common health insults.
"Emergency rooms are now over_owing with seriously ill patients, but many do not even have COVID," NPR.org reported yesterday.

"Months of treatment delays have exacerbated chronic conditions and made symptoms worse. Doctors and nurses say the severity
of the disease varies widely and includes abdominal pain, breathing problems, blood clots, heart conditions and suicide attempts,
among others". These are all side effects of vaccines, but no one in the media will dare to report that truth. The upshot is that
emergency rooms are full of vaccine-wounded patients ... and it's not November yet. Imagine what the scene looks like in
mid-January. www.brighteon.com/0b12e476-5181-40f9-b43d-47b92e766296  (Oct 27, 2021)
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Thanks Retsbew!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Retsbew, that is a fabulous link. Thank you! I am going to pass it around. This would be a good one for people to show their
employers who demand vaccination or threaten to ?re. Alongside vaccine fact sheets which state at this current time, that they
"may" prevent disease and that they "may not prevent it for everybody". I am posting a bunch of links to my thread about lawsuits and
doctors who have spoken out. I do not wish to detract attention from your wonderful link, so I am doing it on a separate thread. But I
did want to underscore you in sharing positive solutions. I also just posted a reference to your wonderful thread here with this very
important link. Thank you for that and for underscoring the positive solutions, Retsbew! Appreciation!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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Apparently they think we are very stupid.  Now to get rid of the smart ones, we will have complete control!
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wakeupSleep
Joined On 12/23/2020 2:21:37 PM
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How stupid do they think the people are... Look at all that has been going on for not just the past two years but the past 70
years...people are told that its ok to kill the innocent as a child is just another part of the body, that science tells the people that
evolution is a truth (you came from nothing to goo to the zoo), that there are more than 2 genders, a family can be anything - 2 dads,
2 moms, animals are as equal if not better than humans, that people should be rewarded/punished based solely on the color of their
skin and not the character they hold, legalizing drugs (look into the state of oregon not just marijuana), that math is racist, gender
studies are a valid university level studies, doing your own research is dangerous but above all that there is no God...the list can go
on and on and on and on and on...

we as a general public have supported all these destructive behaviors...i hear that one of the most popular shows on the net_ix
service is about a violent game or something (like the running man from back then) and i hear young kids watch this stuff, or how
about when we watch or allow ourselves to listen to gossip or watch adultery or anything of that sort.  Its easy to get all upset at the
gov't who we think is 'dumber' than us but yet for all this time look just how low as a society we have become. We sit back and go
oohh its just a phase, or its just a movie, or it doesn't hurt anyone...

it sucks to have to endure such things but to sit back and say well the gov't thinks we're just dumb...depending on the complacency
and apathy that the public has become so accustomed you have to ask, is it the gov't thinks the population is dumb or just
complacent and easily shifted so long as people get 'what they think they want', say like the frog analogy as the water comes to a
boil...
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Retsbew, Yes Neil Oliver (a fellow scot) tells it eloquently exactly as it is in the UK. Our paid public servants (the governments) have
turned their back on us the people, and sold their souls for bigger cheques ££s we who are awake are not stupid and can see how we
are being controlled. This mass psychosis has played out well for the greedy elites and their puppets. The experimental injection is
ineffective whether 1 - 2 - or booster after booster, regardless of what Boris Johnson or Nicola Sturgeon says. My answer is still No
thank you.
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Easy times breed weak delusional people.
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shannonaz
Joined On 6/30/2011 12:15:01 AM
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So true mdbrown... This plandemic could never have gained wings to _y had the populace been paying attention long before the ?rst
Covid case arrived to our shores.
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I was only occasionally stressed about the virus itself. What's keeping me up at night is what they're trying to use it to do and that stress is
very real. How to prepare my children (some of who believe the media and think we're crazy) and hope they won't get vaxxed the moment
they turn 18. Ugh. How to get truth to shine and get those to see it and wake up from the mass delusion. It's easier for teenagers to believe
their parents are crazy than everyone else they know. And it's stressful to think the politicians are not to be trusted and the medical
community is acting out of self interest. I know the stress is hard on my little one and that I'm less relaxed than I need to be, but how do we
not be stressed when you don't know if you will be able to provide, prices are increasing, and you're just lucky to have your job. When we
know there's a target on our backs. I try to rest in my faith, but I fear for my kids.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM
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In Canada they want to give the shot to children at school and they don’t need anybody’s approval.  It’s disgusting!  All to depopulate
the earth for the 1%
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"We know when there's a target on our backs"....you said it Joy! This is what I fear more than anything, and I also believe Covid-19
was only part 1, I have heard convicing theories & evidence that the "elite" or whomever is behind this will release another biological
weapon in the near future, maybe in a year or so.  This is to ensure they can continue to transform the economy for the "Great Reset".
 Thus, we have no way of knowing if our natural health methods will be able to withstand whatever they will release into the
environment.

I have heard from Dr. Lee Merritt & others that since we don't know what's coming our way, we may want to stay on a prophylactic
dosage of either HCQ or Ivermectin so that at least there is some barrier to replication of whatever poison or viral strain released.
Now, these are 2 reasonable fears to have, which is normal when in a War, anticipating the agressors next move.  Even so, I will take
my walk in the sun today with my daughter (am in Arizona), and I will laugh, make a quiche, and take my NAC & a nice glass of wine.

I am not going to let the elite bring me down in fear, but I am going to be aware of the REAL fears to our freedoms us as human
beings now face.  We are at war....a silent war. Lets call it as it is. Here is Gates talking about part 2 coming, remember the Elite
always announce their intentions, Gates even says in the clip:  "We've been funding MRNA for over 10 years"
www.youtube.com/watch
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM
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This was, as Stalin used to say, no coincidence. The _u was rebranded as the Black Death because a Chinese communist offensive to take
over the world was unfeasible, and because Gates and Schwab and Soros did not have the forces to overthrow the west and establish the
Great Reset. The Great Replacement of white by brown and Christian by mohammedan, which was pioneered in Mecca and Medina 1400
years ago, also depends on stealth and cannot be carried out by frontal assault. Those whom the gods would destroy they ?rst made mad,
and the systematic inculcation of madness has been essential to the success so far of the plandemic.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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AMEN!  by bringing in large groups of undocumented "refugees" from Afghanistaan, etc.  they are moving their agenda forward in
high gear.  I don't mind people coming here, but be sure they are not terrorists, drug dealers, etc.  My friend came from germany, had
to go thru years of scrutiny before becoming citizens.  They left Germany because father was shot sat their front door by SS because
he spoke against ***.  this was to warn them that they were breing watched so they chose to leave via underground in the dead of
night.  They vshould come here, but not members of the SS seeking to avoid punishment for their wrng doings.  BUT, of course all of
these will vote democrat in coming elections.  And the worst of all is so many are falling for this, believing their BS.
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Theophilus1776
Joined On 1/18/2021 10:46:20 AM
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What strikes me about the so-called pandemic is how much our current state mirrors 1930s Germany. Hitler used the same fear-mongering
tactics to mobilize a whole nation against a single ethnic group as he offered the “only way out” he called “The Final Solution.” Ironic that
the modern-day ?nal solution may actually be in a syringe.
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM
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Psychology, psychiatry and sociology are riddled with imprecise and relativistic terms.  We could just as easily pick any random stretch of
time before covid was even a glint in an oligarch’s eye and label it as “an epidemic of madness.”  We could de?ne historical epochs by a
rating system of “mad,” “madder,” “maddest”…  but only some of it gets categorized as “madness,” while other times seem perfectly
acceptable for their agreeable routines of camou_aged madness.  That may be the most dangerous madness of all, the kind that lulls us
into complacency, the kinds we use to de?ne “normal.”  

We’re past that now.  We’re at blaring alarm clock madness.  But the energy of a shock can also serve us.  Nothing crescendos forever, and
extremes can collapse into their opposites.  We’re approaching some kind of climax, with plenty of anticipatory anxiety about what awaits
us on the other side: mankind’s ?nal and complete enslavement? ...or perhaps a great awakening?  We would never want to reject the
possibility that we still have a say in which it will be.  That would be complete madness.
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Yes David, insanity and social psychosis with displacement of fear. It is dramatic to think that insanity and psychosis have been
displaced by the media obedient to the hand that feeds them, the globalist elites and a technocracy that is used for by all those
interested in displacing social psychosis- Yes, we are in fear of the coronavirus clinging to every inhabitant of the world, that fear is
accompanied by distrust and even paralysis, generating a great psychosis, accompanied by stress and anxious symptoms that
condition social behavior, becoming totally frustrating. Masks, social distancing, hypervigilance to everyday elements of our life
produce stress and fear.

Covid seems to develop a contagious social fear. Perhaps the memory of the illnesses and deaths of loved ones due to illnesses can
socialize fear. In any case, we must be afraid of biological weapons called vaccines. A survey by the Kaiser Family Foundation found
that 53 percent of Americans who have not yet been vaccinated against COVID-19 believe that vaccines pose greater risks to their
health than contracting the disease. It is an opinion that is especially strong among those who say they are not receiving the vaccine;
three-quarters of those who answered that they will de?nitely not be pricked are convinced that the vaccine is more dangerous than
the virus itself. 7% of vaccinated Americans also think the vaccine poses a greater danger than the virus. In addition, 34% of those
who say they are waiting and watching before receiving the vaccine also share this belief.
www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-9865469/More-HALF-unvaccinated-Amer..
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Joined On 7/10/2020 5:36:35 AM
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Hello Darzoum, Agree with your ?nal statement. I continue to see this as mass incompetence in “leadership” combined with great
unwillingness to accept responsibility on our part. We have become comfortable o|oading responsibility for many aspects of our
lives to “leaders” be they government o]cials, preachers, doctors, media, etc.  Many don’t want to do the work it takes to accept
responsibility for all aspects of our lives and are more comfortable doing as the doctor ( or another) says. These folks might be
contented, at least initially, with enslavement of a sort. It remains to be seen how the numbers break.
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Yes, David; we are at a tipping point here. I saw the madness, long before covid; although, since the beginning of this current psyops,
mental illness has increased exponentially! There's no denying (although, the masses will deny it) that this covid idiocy has been a
total "Pandemic of Fear"! Now, they have the masses believing that the HEALTHY people (the ones who know better than to fall for
this con) are a "Threat" to all the people who are "Protected" by the shot! I would say that we need an even stronger term than
insanity - if such a term even exists!
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Darzoum:  Something very symbolic of this "alarm clock madness" as you say is that those who have gone along with the Vaccine
march can only see things in black & white terms these days.  What is most concerning is the obesession the common citizen has
with the "unvaccinated". I am seeing this go down between family members & friends:  For example, many UN-vaccinated folks take
personal responsiblity for their health, have stopped watching the t.v. fear mongering news a long time ago.

Instead they are out getting exercise, increasing sun exposure & Vit D, going to parks, picnics with friends, riding bikes, having BBQ's
in their back yards, dancing in the living room with their partner, cooking new recipes, adding to their health regime new supplements
like NAC , along with a nebulizer & Hydrogen Peroxide & keeping Ivermectin in home as a back up.  

In other words, the unvaccinated have take control of the situation and are not living in fear.  We follow the "dirty dozen" and more of
logicial & sound Scientists & Doctors and adjust our knowledge base accordingly, adapting to all new information. The tell tale sign
that society is getting seriously deranged is that the good health & attitiude of the UN-vaccinated seems to enrage people who ARE
living in fear & who are vaccinated.  

Even if that rage is kept passive / agressive, they are simmering with resentment.  Just look what happens if an "unvaccinated"
catches Covid, you will see comments like "aha", or "that's what they deserve", or "you see, they were wrong".....the vaccinated are
rooting for their total destruction, how sick is that!  Then, when that person gets better quickly by using natural cures (i.e. Joe
Rogan), and the sky isn't falling, they don't know how to handle it because their world view has been proven wrong.  When you state
you now have natural immunity, they dispute this & the cycle of persecution starts all over again.  The disdain for the healthy is
surely mental illness at this point.
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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ShannonAZ, this is the remedy for the dynamic of which you speak.
www.modernatx.com/covid19vaccine-eua/eua-fact-sheet-recipients.pdf  "The Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine is a vaccine and may
prevent you from getting COVID-19. The Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine may not protect everyone" Source: NY Post
nypost.com/2020/11/24/moderna-boss-says-covid-shot-not-proven-to-stop-..  Research has shown that the biotech ?rm’s shot is
effective at preventing people from getting sick with COVID-19, but there’s no hard evidence that it stops them from carrying the
virus “transiently” and potentially infecting others who haven’t been vaccinated, according to Dr. Tal Zaks, Moderna’s chief medical
o]cer.

“I think we need to be careful, as we get vaccinated, not to over-interpret the results,” Zaks told Axios in a TV interview released
Monday. “When we start the deployment of this vaccine, we will not have su]cient concrete data to prove that this vaccine reduces
transmission.” See also Retsbew's thread with the link she posted, today. Absolutely excellent and makes all the right points, which
people need to hear, yet delivered in a calm manner. If people only did their research, they might rethink. But fear drives the brain
past all logic. Well, some people may be ready to hear based on the FDA's own website and Moderna's top MD. Worth a try! All best
wishes, and be well.
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Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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'It's like the witch trials of the 16th and 17th centuries".  And no one was punished for those horrendous murders of innocent so-called
witches.  As  was then will be now in the 21st century no one responsible for the horrendous murders and forced depopulation with this
PLANDEMIC will be punished.
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Unfortunately, it is as you say OTIS. It seems that the population accepts suffering. A deleted government report exploring how to
get the public to modify their behavior to accept the new 'green economy' reveals how COVID-19 restrictions have created a
population with a "deep reverence" for authority and a "powerful tendency to conform." The paper explored how to weaponize
behavioral psychology to 'push' the public to take supportive measures and adopt behaviors without them explicitly knowing that
they are being manipulated.

Under the heading "Principles for Successful Behavior," the document noted: “Government statements, actions and laws powerfully
shape perceptions of normative and acceptable behaviour. For instance, even with public criticism being high, many still perceived
government approval as the yardstick for safe behaviour during COVID-19 ‘we’re allowed to do this now [so must be safe]…’. This
reveals, for many, a deep set reverence for legitimate government authority, regardless of one’s personal political views.”
summit.news/2021/10/22/deleted-government-report-celebrates-how-public..
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On second thought I think they will all be punished for all the evil they have perpetrated on this beautiful earth.
 www.cosmicnews.org/2020/08/14/the-q-teams-takedown-of-the-cabal-charli..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What keeps coming to my mind when I read this report is the insane "mask mandates", “disinfecting”, and "social distancing" with the
constant repetitive drum beat of "follow the science". What science? The mask mandates are the best example of NOT following the
science. Only hazmat rated mask will ?lter a virus. Cloth coverings and surgical mask offer ZERO protection. By now, this should be obvious
to everyone. If masks worked, we would have ended this pandemic a year ago.  

Viruses that infect the lungs are spread by AEROSOLS and VAPORS. Masks don’t ?lter aerosols or vapors. Masks will ?lter dust-size
particles and water droplets that BACTERIA and some toxins use as a means of infection. Staphylococcus bacteria is the #1 reason
hospital staff wear mask. This is a deadly, disinfectant resistant, and antibiotic resistant bacteria that spreads by water droplets (spit) that
become airborne and can travel up to 6 feet.

Aerosols and vapors pass right through mask and travel up to 30 feet before they dissipate. Viruses travel through the air on these
vapor/aerosol clouds. In poorly ventilated areas (like many o]ces) a single person can infect everyone in that o]ce, especially if they are
doing a lot of talking. Instead of ?ltration, masks, and social distancing, we should be focusing on FRESH AIR EXCHANGE in con?ned
spaces such as hospital rooms, classrooms, and o]ces. If you take an upper-level HVAC class they place emphasis on this.

Has anyone heard a peep on MSM concerning this? Nope, because that would be following the science. It's why you never hear of anyone
catching Covid-19 at an outdoor sporting event like football or baseball. Not even the people in the stands yelling and screaming get
infected because you have 100% fresh air exchange. Even prior to the vaccines, no one attending an outdoor Trump rally got infected. Trust
me, the MSM LYNCH MOB would have come after him had a single person in those rallies fell ill to Covid-19.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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So very well said jamNjim. Its is now and always has been obvious. Anyone with just the basic understanding of aerosol-vapor
spread and virus size simply know its not possible masks are effective. I do believe that many would jump off a cliff if told it would
provide immunity. Follow the science...be a good citizen. Yeah right!
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Jim. science does not matter, power matters, "vaccines" matter as a vehicle of power and with it all the draconian measures that do
not make sense, such as the ones you cite. We live in a critical juncture where a relatively small cadre of very rich and very powerful
elites is pressuring us to accept a new system of corporate communism, a fascism, in which a government has teamed up with big
business to force the people to accept an agenda that narca Davos and the Great Reset. These elites, with their friends in the
corporate media, use fear-based propaganda to incite hatred towards those who do not comply, while pressuring all of humanity to
submit to the "new normal."

This is also the power of false science, the power of Davos and fascism. AMA wants people to die from the Wuhan coronavirus. The
trade group is working overtime to restrict Americans' access to hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) and ivermectin, two safe, effective and
inexpensive early treatment remedies for the Chinese virus. Instead of recognizing that each individual has a God-given right to
choose what goes into their body, the AMA is taking a position of medical fascism that does not even recognize the right of
physicians to prescribe the medications they deem appropriate for their patients. .

“The American Medical Association (which represents only 12% of practicing physicians and receives more money from the federal
government than from its waning membership dues) and two national pharmacy associations (which receive corporate support from
COVID-19 'vaccine' manufacturers, P?zer, AstraZeneca and Johnson & Johnson) have decided ivermectin should not be used to treat
this virus despite widespread successful treatment with this drug (discovered in the late 1970s and used in humans since 1988),
”write Robert Marshall and Dr. Bernard, Pegis, MD , for LifeSiteNews.
www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/pro-abortion-american-medical-association..  (Oct 22, 2021)
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jamNjim,  In my occupation, at times I go to industrial and military facilities where some require a real respirator be carried as a
precaution should the alarm sound. It will give me enough time to exit the facility. Gold re?ning operations have the possibility of
accidental release of hydrogen sul?de which is quite deadly, so I am required to have a ?t test certi?cation of 100% seal to my face
and I have cartridges rated for nuclear, chemical and biological warfare and meets OSHA requirements. THAT will stop the virus and
is designed to protect our soldiers from exactly that coming from the enemy.

Paper and cloth won't stop the virus. Though it is 100% effective at stopping the virus, I don't wear it. I did once at a Christmas party
back when people were much more trusting of what was being said. It was required to wear masks, so I went to my vehicle and got
mine. I came into the Christmas party and was asked to take it off. I asked why because it is effective. I was told that it was scaring
the people because they might think there is something dangerous. Really! The masks are just for show! Political purposes! To show
compliance! Some are pretending for their reasons. Others are sincere and actually fooled to believe their symbols are effective.

Unrelated subject: Contingency communications among commenters here exists in the form of an email list among us for
preparedness should further threats to Mercola.com or even shutdown of the website be used against freedom and truth.  There we
are all equals in that no one person controls the list as we all have the full list.  Send me the email address you want to use and I will
post it to all of us with only that email address and not your name.  If you want your name to show, then you may make that change
yourself: RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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Watch Amandha Wolmer latest video, from Canada, she says it all, as it it, I have followed her for ever,
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A link? I'm in  Canada, but I cant see what video you might be referring to.. thanks
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somplsboy
Joined On 12/6/2020 7:51:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The people behind and responsible for this 'mass psychosis' are extremely cunning and clever. These ops have worked many times in the
past with equally chilling and sinister end results. Don't ignore the heavily renumerated 'shareholders' who bene?t when gov't policies are
arranged so certain companies bene?t. The power these dark forces have is enormous and leaders worldwide are naturally very afraid-
hence why the demands are met with little resistance.

See below the ?nger in the chest of Prince Charles by Evelyn Rothschild and study the facial expressions of both. A great example of the
Prince being reminded of 'how things are going to be'! www.reddit.com/r/interestingasfuck/comments/k0o04n/prince_charles_heir..  Also,
big shout out to Artist Jill! Those in the British Commonwealth countries ( including Straya) are in for the ?ght of our lives with the power
hungry elite. We have no Bill of Rights and this is not an accident or careless omission--it's a feature of one of the most heavy-handed gov't
the world has ever experienced!
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The current agenda is evil personi?ed.  Continual, unrelenting psychological manipulation under the guise of  'keeping people safe and
protected' is heinous and in my humble opinion many times worse than openly attacking us. The web of lies, confusion and trickery used by
these greedy psychopaths is almost unbelievable and it feels as though they are toying with us all. The crux of it all is that the 'unawake'
simply ?nd it incredible to believe that their politicians, teachers, media, scientists and healthcare professionals would have any part in this
horrendous agenda, it's so outlandish and incredible, I myself have even questioned whether I have got it wrong at times (wishful thinking,
of course).

Then, I am brought back to the current reality; pushing an untested novel gene therapy on children, the expectation that these poor
innocents will protect adults, teachers coercing young children.  The psychological manipulation has been going on for a very very long
time in order to reach the current destination.  Populations have been programmed, very slowly, like the frog in the boiling pot and
unfortunately, I fear that by the time the 'unawake' masses realise they have been lied to and manipulated it will be too late. Thus, I am
constantly left with the dilemma of, how do we defeat this?  What will we have to do to stop this nightmare?  

I am resolved not to comply and have acceptance that my life is probably never going to be the same again. However, the harder they push,
the more stubborn I become. I truly believe that all of us who are 'awake' have taken the 'Red Pill' and we are all meant to be exactly where
we are now. We inhabit the real world, resisting the illusion, the manipulation and the guile, and like all illusions, eventually this one will be
shattered and uncovered.  I recognise I have to stay psychologically strong and believe that truth, honesty, kindness and our light of
humanity will overcome this evil darkness.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/.../O1DgWYdukZU  Amish community got it right!  Amish Covid: 'No hospitalization, isolation or vaccines = herd
immunity' We should all refuse this government tyranny
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The ?rst thing the Amish got right was "No TV."
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's a thing called "Respect of Persons" where for whatever social or materialistic reasons we place certain people on pedestals and
"cluster" about them like workers on a queen bee. This fawning over "celebrities" places the "fawner" at a subservient level of lowered self
esteem and worth and envy of a de_ated ego.  They follow and mimic those perceived of high status by virtue of looks, wealth or
achievement...and so succumb to this illusion of hierarchy...inequality...undue god-like "respect."   "Stakeholders" must also use economic
and physical coercion to bolster their power and wealth...yet in the hard light of day they can be seen as alpha predators taking candy from
babes. Their lives are spent scheming to eat your lunch, your lands, your daughters...When you put on your Rowdy Roddy Piper X-Ray
glasses to peer through their aura, you see the in_ated egomania that has captured the crowd.  If like a Fauci questioned by Rand Paul, they
become defensive and rattle their tail as if to strike...It's an illusion baby!  A real deception, a real seduction; a matrix of enslavement.  Small
despicable people ruling legions of mentally conditioned dependents lost in a sea of confusion and insanity.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Loved the RRP movie. Great analogy! The longer this continues or anything continues unabated and without accountability the
deeper the set and lost hope will occur
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Corruption accompanies power like the shadow to the body. Yes, Randall, there is no respect for those who submit to the yoke of
power. Those who meet in Davos play with an advantage because they have power, because they have on their skirts those who
move the strings of decisions, they dictate laws and mandates that make life more di]cult for the poor in spirit and easier for the
poor. rich who lead the crowds, entrepreneurs of the multinational industrial, agri-food and pharmaceutical companies. Even
knowing that there is corruption involved, but it does not matter because everyone assumes that they must submit to power.

It is not just a matter of reckless political decisions, but of actual dishonesty. The unconscious people cast a blind vote for power,
give prominence to those who will _edge their own nests, and pray fervently for the poor as policies that will harm them are passed.
All those who can and expect rewards are with power, they are with the Great Reset, they are with Davos, the others are mired in
unconsciousness waiting to collect the leftovers that "generously" will give the power of corruption.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lost in front of a television!
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don3724
Joined On 11/26/2020 7:10:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

De?nitely ?nding out how many friends family acquaintances and citizens of this country are so freaking gullible stupid illogical and too
lazy to think or research for themselves is incredibly shocking. I truly can’t get over it. My world is so friggin small now
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not small in red states.
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shannonaz
Joined On 6/30/2011 12:15:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some say "money is the root of all evil"....I actually think laziness is, as it allows all kinds of evil to enter in un-opposed. The tribe you
had around you pre-covid were operating in a lazy haze & unaware world view pre-covid, thus when it happened they could not sort
fact from ?ction.  The same has happened to me, & all we can do is pray for them & move on to protect ourselves. Early on I spent
many frustrating months trying to save them, get to them the truth, factual Science & studies, but the more I tried, the more they
resisted & became hostile, so I stopped & focused on my own "tribe" as they say of like minded.  We should continue to speak the
truth as wide & loud as possible, but not expect those who were in our life & now lost to listen, however painful that is.
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

shannonaz...The LOVE of money, over everything and everyone else! It's their god. I see your view as well though.
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chantalsalzmanngmail.com
Joined On 7/5/2021 12:27:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And very few will realise the roll mall nutrition and resulting mall function of the colon in most of the West, plays in all of this and what
serious sociological side effects it can result in !
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No idea what “mall nutrition” is but you may ?nd this study interesting: Scientists Find Hormone-Disrupting Chemicals in Wide
Variety of Fast Foods • Children's Health Defense. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/hormone-disrupting-phthalates-chem..
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ha! I believe the intended phrase is "malnutrition," but "mall nutrition" makes me think of the crappy food one ?nds in those ghastly
food courts in larger shopping malls, so I guess it's not that far off base.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Beware of the introduction of more preservatives into foods (esp. dairy) due to supply chain disruptions.  There are antifungals to
prevent mold, for example. (More like antibiotics?)  These have been introduced to prevent economic loss and liability.  Real food is
supposed to spoil and you are supposed to eat it fresh.
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artist.jill
Joined On 5/9/2011 11:16:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we participate in creative endeavors, aware that they rebalance us even as entities try to limit us, we bring to this cause a contribution of
a powerful vibration that is effective.  It’s a way of being PRO-active.  Yes let’s continue to critique these entities but at the same time,
strengthened by humor and the arts, let’s maintain a stance “for” something — less “against” something.   So, be “for” something in
wholeness — less “against” something, as though already broken.  

Focus your creative energy, whether on creative problem-solving endeavors or just getting your mind onto a powerful vibe of freedom,
wholeness, humaneness, and respect.  Picture this as though it already exists (as it does) and not as a “someday” thing.  Of course, at the
same time, we need to continue to analyze the propaganda and the psychological warfare, and share information as much as we can — but
do it with a belief in what is right, and a with picture in mind of that prevailing.  Try not to give energy to what they are doing by imagining
“their" desired outcome.  Be savvy, yes; but if we *?ght* *against* these entities, we indirectly add energy to them and unintentionally
empower them; there’s that risk, as we know, of  "what you resist, persists”.  Mother Teresa is often quoted as having spoken about not
joining an anti-war rally but that if you had a pro-peace rally, she would be there.  Whether correctly attributed or not, it’s good stuff, right?

A positive mindset is part of the way to defeat the entities responsible, it contributes to holding a candle to the psychosis, snu]ng out fear.
 Where attention goes, energy _ows.  Hold fast as best you can everyone, deliberately invest yourself in positive imagery and creations, and
be aware of where your attention is.  Keep moving your attention toward a better way and develop faith in it.  The attention itself helps
create the reality we see.
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artist.jill
Joined On 5/9/2011 11:16:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Continue to be wise, alert and critically minded, and act where you can; but also be aware of what you can do simply on the energetic
level; it is signi?cant and potent.  Plus it is no longer just in the realm on philosophy - it is a (dare I say it?!) *scienti?cally*
demonstrated phenomenon. Also, in dealing with the folks who have succumbed to the psychosis, and I would imagine that they fall
on a spectrum, remember that one thing they will all have in common is that as this truth comes out, they are going to need to *save
face*.  Very important to be sensitive to that.  Again, be less “against” their unfortunate position, and simply be “for” the right way.
 Let’s assume they ultimately want that right way also, and keep treating them as though we’re all on the *same* side.  Blessings and
strength to all.
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DannyBoy62
Joined On 9/4/2016 9:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where are our SNIPERS????
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My own mental health is far from good. But I'm neurotic rather than psychotic. I know what's going on and can't stand it! I've run out of
patience with the rest. Others have to. The delusional psychos WANT to be objecti?ed, enslaved and dehumanized. So they cannot be
helped since they enjoy tyranny so much. Our only hope is to break away and let the tyrants have their willing chattel to kill or enslaved and
torture as they see ?t. The psychotic lunatics are beyond hope. Why haven't more of them committed suicide? If they really thought life in a
sterilized bubble was their only hope why don't they just kill themselves? I would. The depressed suicidal teenagers make more sense to
me than those stupid, cold blooded, zombi?ed "adults" going along with this Hell-on-earth. Just to keep themselves "alive" in a joyless,
mechanical form of prison. Close to solitary con?nement according to the WEF.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have excellent pattern recognition ability, so I see what is working on the masses be it sales or plandemic politics.  The propaganda is so
clear to me that it is like bright _ashing neon signs while it it like camou_aged in dense woods to most.  I don't know how the masses were
so conditioned to be vulnerable to this because whatever it is, I don't see.  Could it be as simple as people don't want to think for
themselves and take the shortcut of latching onto "accepted" thinking?  We have seen how many will do anything, even vote to (end)
"fundamentally change" our EXCEPTIONAL Nation just to not be called a name.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Mental laziness. Irresponsibility. And extreme risk aversion.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we continue like this, the future will ?nd us ... writing on the computer, and that in the moments that we are not watching television,
all this under four walls and believing that Reality is that which is related. Leaving the cities and petty bourgeois comfort seems like
a task for Cyclops? But there is life outside ... if you work by tiring the body. For now it is optional, but then we will have to eat, fetch
water, and all that. And it won't be bad if you are trained. The fear of effort makes them separate "psychotic" behaviors: don't be
fooled; It heals by working!
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dialog from the movie, “The International - 2009” ... Eleanor Whitman: We are just trying to get to the truth!  New York D.A.: I get it! But what
you need to remember is that there's what people want to hear, there's what people want to believe, there's everything else, THEN there's the
truth!  Eleanor Whitman: And since when it's that OK? I can't even believe you are saying this to me! The truth means responsibility, Arnie!
 New York D.A.: Exactly! Which is why everyone dreads it!        (IMHO - sums it up nicely)
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mbrookh
Joined On 5/18/2021 8:59:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I sent this to my parish family March 2020........"I’m sorry to see/hear that we have bought into the game plan that surrounds this purported
‘pandemic.’ One has to ask……. who is the author of fear, loathing, hate etc; one who would isolate and control us in the negative realm?
Instead of cowering in fear and devising piecemeal strategies too little and too late, our frenzy would be better spent in efforts to
amend/abolish the moral basis which allows the crimes against humanity such as the propagation of this type of corona bio-weapon and
others so common in our times. First they came for the Jews......'  It was not well received. Love for others and prayer can guide  us to a
better way.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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A good question to ask those who believe the government inspired propaganda about those healthcare professionals which include
doctors, scientists, nurses, etc., who have spoken out about the dangers of the drug, what do they have to gain except loss of
careers and reputations, and what has the government/Pharma/medical system gained?
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The author of fear is guilt; the real one, not the feelings of guilt. We receive life as a gift tied to a responsibility, and not as a source of
sel?sh pleasures. As if you suddenly ?nd yourself before the child you were ... and he asked you, adult: what did you do with me?
And I want to tell you that prayer is what can justify love for others, that is, it is God who can make us love, not the willful effort of
each one. The way, the truth, the life ... are Person.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In my state of USA we have a leftist government and they responded to the “pandemic” with strict rules, emergency orders and mandates.
The media provide a consistent diet of fear-mongering propaganda. Evidence of the toll can even be seen in my quiet, comfortable
suburban neighborhood:  - many couples driving in their cars, BOTH wearing masks!  - people driving alone in their car wearing a mask!  -
masked people crossing the road on evening walks to avoid passing an unmasked person (me)  - our recreation center requires you to show
proof of double vaccination or a negative test within 24 hours to enter the gym and workout (masked) - fortunately for me, outdoor
swimming is exempt, but they have still tried to get me to comply upon entry until I pushed back on it! I can’t even imagine the level of fear
most people are living in to be responding like this.
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Weehen, sounds like you live in my neighborhood 

🤔

.   Common sense out the door.  I see bikers all the time peddling up the hills
wearing a mask.  How about those “empowered” employees so-called “greeters” at the door who try to enforce mask wearing? I just
walk past them and don’t engage in conversation.  If pressed, I just tell them that a mandate is not a law, and that they are not my
medical doctor either.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

steadfastclash.com/the-latest/new-cdc-guideline-pushes-for-even-more-b..  News information is vague.  it appears that the unvaxed will
not be allowed to _y after Nov. 8th. Illegals will still be able to roam freely, even be transported across country by planes as unscreened
disease vectors.  They will be exempt.  Go ?gure...  We do know that the vaxine does not prevent infection or the spread of disease.  So, I
assume it is about social control. Expect trains, buses and cabs to be next?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Almond, the CDC is a threat to science and human health. A pair of state senators are pushing for a grand jury to investigate the
CDC and FDA for their handling of the Wuhan plandemic coronavirus. Senators Kim Thatcher and Dennis Linthicum, both of Oregon,
have asked Acting US Attorney Scott E. Asphaug to launch an immediate investigation. They are backed by more than 1,718
Oregonians who signed their petition, as well as 53,032 Americans from other states. In their petition, Thatcher and Linthicum
expressed concern about how the FDA and CDC have been measuring and reporting adverse reactions from the Chinese virus
"vaccine," including serious injuries and deaths. They also claim that the CDC's VAERS is _awed, capturing only a small percentage of
actual vaccine injuries and deaths.

Another point of contention is the PCR tests, which have been proven time and again to be fraudulent. A major problem with these
tests is that they can be easily manipulated by increasing the cycle threshold count, which in effect creates "false positives resulting
in an in_ated number of COVID cases, hospitalizations and deaths," the letter explains.
www.theepochtimes.com/oregon-senators-call-for-investigation-into-alle..   (October 12, 2021)
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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We have been lied to and we continue to be lied to.  Are you prepared to accept the 8 deadly vaccines that will be mandated for you
thru 2024? truthpeep.com/their-plan-is-in-the-open-%f0%9f%92%89%e2%98%a0-8-deadly..
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have family that lives 900 miles away.  We gave up _ying to visit them long ago.  The hassles of going to the airport extra early to
allow time for the hassles of check in and going through security, not to mention the layover and the over-priced tickets and parking
fees just aren't worth it.  And when everything is taken into consideration, it only cuts the length of our travel in half, at best.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jackaroni... Same here, but distant relatives do not understand.  Even though the planes and roads go both directions.  My only
concern is funerals.  However, it looks like even those have gotten delayed.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Defender News Letter put out by CHD; gave the startling statistics of the many children and young adults that cannot be taken of in the
hospitals or get a referral for psychiatric help due to the increase of need.  Some counties do even have psychiatrists or hospitals with a
mental health wing.  The increase national is 300 percent since the beginning of this fear mongering. A friend who is a nurse, said every
night, each night, there are at least ?ve to ten teens with mental health problems with parents trying to get help they cannot ?nd elsewhere.
 Every week there are several who have tried suicide.  This is happening in basically country county in Indiana.  There is no help.  There is
no room.  This is a spiritual attack upon us folks....fear is a spiritual entity.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Thanks nothingsound. And now comes the "vaccine" for children. BREAKING: FDA PANEL ENDORSES PFIZER SHOTS FOR 5- TO
11-YEAR-OLDS, EXPERTS SAY VACCINE FOR KIDS IS ‘UNNECESSARY, PREMATURE AND WILL DO MORE HARM THAN GOOD’. The
U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s advisory panel today voted to recommend the agency allow P?zer to amend its Emergency Use
Authorization for its COVID vaccine for children 5 through 11 years old, despite a host of objections from scientists and physicians.

“Children with underlying medical conditions, such as asthma, diabetes, and obesity, account for two-thirds of severe COVID cases.
The long-term safety of P?zer's COVID-19 vaccine "to assess the long-term sequelae of post-vaccination myocarditis / pericarditis"
in participants 5 to <12 years of age will not be studied until after the vaccine is licensed for use. children, "P?zer request noted.!
Experts expressed concern about the lack of safety and e]cacy data submitted by P?zer for the use of its COVID vaccine in younger
children, noting increased safety signals based on VAERS reports.
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-endorses-p?zer-covid-vaccine-..  (10/26/21)
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM
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Dr. Mercola says the breeding of mass psychosis then demands "Swift access to treatment". Yes, treatment.  Only implied here, but very
obvious, the one-two punch involves the very important, and destructive second step of prescribing psychotropic drugs. Yikes the situation
is even more serious than depicted here when you consider all the drugs that are now going to get pumped into these poor human systems.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, stoneharbor, a reasonable prediction. The US has an opium epidemic and now psychoactive drugs will also be prescribed much
more. Side effects of psychotropic drugs include physical health problems such as obesity, type 2 diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia,
and hypertension. gynecomastia, cardiovascular disorders, sexual dysfunction, electrolyte imbalance hyperprolactinemia,
hyponatremia, diabetes insipidus, hypothyroidism, hyperparathyroidism, sexual dysfunction and virilization, weight loss, weight gain
and metabolic syndrome. In addition, substance use disorders such as opium, nicotine, alcohol, marijuana, etc.)
link.springer.com/.../11530020-000000000-00000  ~ www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC3390089  

The United States is dealing with one of the worst drug crises in its history. More than 1,300 people a week die from opioid-related
overdoses, a number that has skyrocketed across the country amid the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, millions more Americans
are addicted to opioids. More than 40 US states are reported to have seen increases in opioid-related mortality along with ongoing
concerns for people with substance use disorders. jamanetwork.com/.../2770985  ~ www.apa.org/.../substance-use-pandemic  ~
www.liebertpub.com/.../pop.2020.0230  

There are at least 4 reasons for this increase in the mortality rate: due to opium consumption related to Covid-19: down regulation of
IFN expression, development of pulmonary edema, increased thrombotic factors and increased expression of angiotensin
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2). This review study demonstrated the effects of opium on immune responses and the reasons for the
higher death rate in opium addicted COVID-19 patients. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8214617  (2021)
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM
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Who is "we"? Using the world "we" conjures a pseudo-community in which everyone behaves in a uniform manner. "We" is perhaps the
sneakiest and most elusive word of mass manipulation and in the case of the article, hypnotic programming of the unprepared. The article
has several gaslighting entries. Just to mention a couple:  1. The muzzle is bad for everyone, not only for children;  2. Psychiatrists have no
?rm grounding to diagnose and they invent "disorders" (just like doctors invent "illnesses"). Trusting them involves a major fallacy. They
cannot even de?ne mental illness (the theory of "chemical imbalance" collapsed).

In 1984 (does the year ring a bell?), Congress ruled that "vaccines are inherently unsafe," so manufacturers must be freed from ANY liability,
apparently, even after lying about their products. Anybody who believes that the latest injections (the most lethal among all of them) are
good for them, need their heads to be examined (preferably by a mechanic, not a butcher called "doctor") to check if they are screwed on
right. Psychiatry takes the lead as the ?eld of the most dangerous fools, because the fools representing it wield enough power to destroy
people’s lives. Where are they now to protect the children from the conformist psychopaths? Hiding under their desks, prescribing poisons
and trembling in fear for losing their jobs for accidentally telling the truth...

Chances are the Vietnam War was ended by those who refused to submit. The numbers grew embarrassingly high, including celebrities like
Ali. Only FULL non-compliance can save America now: Abandon the manipulators' terminology. It is not a "mask," but a harmful submission
device, a muzzle. It is not a "test," but a poisonous, dangerous, and humiliating intervention that trains people into compliance. It is not a
"vaccine," but a lethal injection or a Kill Shot. And refuse all three, all the time, no matter what. Those who don't resist are collaborators and
accomplices to the genocide
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Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM
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When I see a vaccinated person virtue signaling that we need to preserve our freedoms from unconstitutional mandates, I tell them their
compliance is what got us here. I get bashed for that but I don’t care. They’d have to be in a delusional psychosis to get jabbed in the ?rst
place. So I don’t care at all whether they now stand for freedom. Too little, too late.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Better late than never.  And some got the shot because they couldn't afford to lose their job.  The vaccinated are more than welcome
to join me in the ?ght!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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Media Admits 5G Energy Weapons Use Against Citizens is Real!
 principia-scienti?c.com/media-admits-5g-energy-weapons-use-against-ci..
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I mean....how much  !!!~ IN YOUR FACE....~!!! does it take???  from the US governments own website DoD....and people say its all a
"Conspiracy theory"" ??    www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dodd/513702p.pdf  ~
www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/2530494/dod-o]cial..  ~
byebyebluesky.com/the-human-target-directed-energy-weapons-and-electro..  ~
www.popularmechanics.com/military/weapons/a19855256/muckrock-foia-psyc..  ~
stop5g.cz/us/project-bluebeam-directed-energy-weapons-holograms-in-the..
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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stop5g.cz/us/5g-transmitters-high-gear-dielectric-lens-antenna-chemica..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mrrobb if they do that, it is war, outright, openly waged. That is treason. Online marches may be the best way to go. Use a VPN.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola.......well its been going on for over 10 years....the 911 thing was just a wake up call.....but it was laughed at... But this is
just the part of This 'Silent WorldWarthree" that is the juicy part..the part when BILLIONS DIE ~~~and Like I have stated 2+ years
ago....They have been working on this for 50 years...and to just wipe out 8 billion people in a war dropping millions of tons of nuclear
bombs would destroy everything....and it would take to long to ?gure out we were in a pointless mess and stop.....but this way...the
'slow steady stealthy' way will kill many who are  so 'gullible'...simply because they 'just follow along' like puppies...an easy mindless
kill..but this 'Easy and mindless' kill would be the ?rst to 'smell the coffee' if it was a a conventional type of WAR.with bullets  and
bombs......but this is NOT a 'conventional' type if WAR.....and this is WorldWar Three...no need for the  '?reworks' or mess with
trashed Cities and destroyed infrastructures...when billions are dead and everything is still usable ......

Like I said 2 years ago this is an RF Poisoning WAR....to "cull off  humanity" .Not to destroy the  infrastructures.....and RFPoisoning is
the perfect Culling Tool.....just a few billion rotting bodies to feed the animals and a brain trained military to remove any "problems'
that may arise'.....So they involve the brain trained 'medical societies' to falsely "Inform the populations"...its "Covid 19" or some
absurd "Mutation"  to further the 'Mindless Hysteria'....as a 'Logical Reason'  to 'JAB Billions' with and electronic target to make them
easy targets.. This is SO easy to see thru this bullsh!t...all ya need is a old computer to check-up on the FACTS that are in "Your
Face"....
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola..........so who is gonna stop them???  call a lawyer and tell them......thye will just take you money and scoff at ya.... call the
cops?? LOL.....sure........and what ya gonna  tell them?? LOL....call a senator or rep or congressmen?  maybe a MP.....or the Queen?
 LOLOLO..might as well go tell a tree.........call the millitary?  hahahahah....sure........ sure its treason....so what?  who is really gonna
do anything?  .....

Like I said  ...they been planning this for decades.....they have Arti?cial Intelligence..they have the world's governments  , the earths
militaries  ......they control everything you eat..everything to watch on TV...read ijn books magazines newspapers..and if you have
had  'Da Jab"  they  also own and control you.....If you had 'Da Jab"  you are now just another walking target..just another 'easy hit' for
5G  .... maybe read more on project bluebook... and 5G and Direct Energy Weapons  amd the US government DoD and many
countries are as advanced or further advanced in DEW that the USA....china is much more advanced as in a dozen more....
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.defensenews.com/global/asia-paci?c/2021/03/15/hypersonic-and-dire..   China is years advanced over  the USA..as is Russia
and Japan....... Yeah.. Like Elmer Fudd said~~~~~~  ''Hunting ain't no fun.........when the Rabbit has da da Gun""
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Florida1
Joined On 8/21/2008 6:39:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This article goes into some detail about federal and state sanctioned GANG-STALKING:
moderndiplomacy.eu/2016/08/22/the-surreptitious-reincarnation-of-coint..  This program covertly employs the use of these
weapons on some endgame targets.  This iceberg is big and well-hidden and how they are overriding the rule of law. Quote:  While
the vast majority of Americans are never personally targeted by the Joseph Biden/Bill Clinton COPS gangstalking program, they
should still be concerned about the existence of such operations.

Even if such activities were constitutionally legitimate (which they are not), they still have an enormous potential for abuse as a
personal or political weapon by enemies currently employed or friendly with these governmental institutions.  Ending this cowardly
and illegal practice by law enforcement agencies, intelligence agencies, and their parasitic corporate and individual recruits will ?rst
require exposing what is happening, to the public.  End quote.
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Flordia1......  yeah the US Government has been employing undergroud  thugs for well over 240 years....infact the US was founded
 as a dumping ground for criminals and nasties...the Governments of earth are generally run by criminals. and a few religions dictate
what THEY want you to know....and Teach children only what THEY want your children to KNOW!!!!  I can show proven facts as to
what religious  groups dictate what YOUR KIDS  WILL KNOW...and what THEY don't want YOUR KIDS  to KNOW...these Groups are
Chat-----s   the other ones Ill let Bobby Fischer tell you about...    www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-?scher-speaks-jews      ~or~   !  
sm4csi.home.xs4all.nl/nwo      <<<<<< look many more  here
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Hot!!!!!!!!!!!! China Just Created An Arti?cial Sun To Produce Clean Energy -- HL-2M Tokamak
 www.gizbot.com/internet/news/china-just-created-an-arti?cial-sun-to-p..  ~
www.vajiraoinstitute.com/current-affairs/hl2m-tokamak-the-arti?cial-s..  and you americans think you so great.....LOL.. USA is just
gonna slide off with slimeballs like gates and fauci n idiots like bidden and the rest the USGovernment "Entertainmant group" of
sickies and paedophile
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visionlaunch.com/why-are-there-so-many-pedophiles-in-power-who-is-prot..  Why Are There So Many Paedophiles in Power & Who
Is Protecting Them? In this in-depth report, we do a deep dive into the world of paedophilia and we were still only able to scratch the
surface of this seemingly growing trend. This report is packed with dozens of links so people can further research this epidemic.
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elliecats
Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM
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My cousin killed his entire family and himself in September. We still don't know why as he did not leave a note that any of us are aware of.
So, I don't know what to chalk his break up to, but we do know he had no prior incidents of "insanity" before this f-cking scamdemic.
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM
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There is no such thing as mental illness. What mass "psychosis" is is bodily changes caused by irrational fear. It is the result of false
beliefs. And this isn't any kind of "illness" because it is the result of human actions. It is about people being illogical by fearing what
shouldn't be feared. Normal interaction for some has become "dangerous." The fear is irrational, and one's body can't deal with the constant
stress. But this isn't "mental." The only sense in that it can be called "mental" is in that if a person were to critically examine false
propaganda, then he would be rid of irrational beliefs which are causing the issues. It is a matter of being logical. However, even this won't
be enough. A person can change himself, but he can't change others. The abnormality will be apparent whenever he enters an institution
that "requires" a mask.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM
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childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/worldwid..  We need to do this November 3rd, 2021, next Wednesday -
WORLWIDE-WALK-OUTS - RFK, Jr., Children's Health Defense.
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM
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Canned crap: Women being disproportionally effected. “We believe [that] is because women are more likely to be affected by the social and
economic consequences of the pandemic. Women are more likely to take on additional carer and household responsibilities due to school
closures or family members becoming unwell.  Women also tend to have lower salaries, less savings, and less secure employment than
men, and so are more likely to be ?nancially disadvantaged during the pandemic...Increased prevalence of domestic violence may also be a
contributing factor that places women at increased risk of mental problems.

Facts: Women under the age of 65 do not take on additional care and household responsibilities.  They have been convinced by feminist to
neither need nor want to.  Men under the age of 65 share nearly all of the care and household responsibilities today.  If they did not, then
they wouldn't be "allowed" to live in the household. Working women today do not "tend" to have lower salaries, less savings, and less secure
employment than men.  

No, they earn nearly the same salaries as men and in ever growing numbers, are exceeding the salaries of men, have greater savings, and
given societies appetite and demand for quotas, are more secure in employment than men, especially white men, other than for the hot,
?lthy, dirty, toxic, dangerous, and injurious work that men, and only men, are unquestionably expected to do (I don't see, hear or read about
women clamoring to enter sewer systems, collect garbage (not drive the trucks), level land ?lls, or clean up chemical waste sites). The
prevalence of domestic violence toward men by women is equal, and in some studies greater, to that toward women by men. Contrary to
what natural females prefer to think and believe, they are predominate emotional creatures and as such are disproportionally affected.
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I wonder how much more rabid this madness has become, because of the jab and its adverse physiological effect on brain tissue(?).
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I am gross and perverted, I'm obsessed and deranged, /I have existed for years but very little has changed.  /I'm the tool of the government
and industry too, /For I am destined to rule, and regulate you. /I may be vile and perniciuos, but you can't look away, /I 'll make you think I'm
delicious with the stuff that I say. /I'm the best you can get, Have you guessed me yet? /I'm the slime oozing out from your TV set! /You will
obey me while I lead you, /Into the garbage that I feed you. /Until the day that we don't need you. /Don't go for help, no one will hear you.
/Your mind is totally controlled, /It has been stuffed into my mold. /And you will do as you are told, /Until the rights to you are sold!! /"That's
right Folks....Don't touch that dial!" /Well, I am the slime from your video /Oozin' along on your livin' room _oor /I am the slime from your
video /Can't stop the slime, people, look at me go --Frank Zappa 1973  (The Slime)
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“The illusion of freedom will continue as long as it's pro?table to continue the illusion. At the point where the illusion becomes too
expensive to maintain, they will just take down the scenery, they will pull back the curtains, they will move the tables and chairs out
of the way and you will see the brick wall at the back of the theater.”  ― Frank Zappa  but... The Show Must Go On - Three Dog Night
www.youtube.com/watch
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How to Disarm Propaganda - Mark Crispin Miller / James Corbett www.corbettreport.com/solutionswatch-propaganda  ~
www.unz.com/.../were-all-zombies  In one episode of The Walking Dead the zombies are seen shu|ing under the arch of an episcopal
church inscribed with a passage from the gospel of John, “He who eats my _esh and drinks my blood has eternal life”. Over a billion
Catholics in the world regularly transform bread and wine into what they believe is the actual _esh and blood of their savior, Jesus of
Nazareth, and eat him. Catholics believe this sacramental right gives them eternal life. In the zombie meme, the infected humans die and
are born again but not unto salvation but into a hell of insatiable appetites and mindless meandering.

The Christian myth is agricultural; Christ is killed, buried, comes to life three days later as the seed emerging from the ground, just as the
moon hides for three days behind the sun each month, only to be born again. Christ’s body is the ‘sacred’ meal, the sacri?cial food of the
gods, his blood their elixir. The Catholic acts as the god receiving the sacred meal and by doing so gains the eternal qualities of the gods by
breaking the most embedded of human taboos – the eating of human _esh. It’s certainly a curios paradox that the sins of man are forgiven
by committing cannibalism, as Catholic doctrine clearly states that Jesus was both man and God and the transubstantiation of the Catholic
mass physically changes the bread and wine into the _esh and blood of Jesus.

As the Christian myth begins its third millennium, the zombie meme telling us that this religious story is no longer viable ? Billions of
‘zombies’ eating _esh and drinking blood but ?nding no nourishment? The vast majority of Western people have a profound belief in
science and science tells us the Jesus story is not to be taken literally, yet our churches insist that the ‘myth’ of Jesus is historical.
i.imgur.com/qM2wy4u.jpeg
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This should all be taken in light of the reality that we are entering into the next "natural" and also engineered eugenical ice age
famine, poisoning and lockdown... and that nothing for the vast majority of the masses at this point really matters anyway except for
them to be able to meet their maker while not disturbing the illusions and delusions they cling to. Mark Crispin Miller really nails it -
save the .mp3 to ?le while the apparatchik propagandist ranchers still allow for it.
www.corbettreport.com/.../solutionswatch-propaganda.mp3    

NEWS FROM UNDERGROUND https://markcrispinmiller.com/    Note that both of these songs from around 1974 [along with
Kissinger's magnum opus "NSSM200" paper] have a very similar circus music background soundtrack and theme that, "The Show
Must Go On"... with "us/them" but mostly without most of "us". www.youtube.com/watch  ~ www.youtube.com/watch  ~
en.wikipedia.org/.../National_Security_Study_Memorandum_200
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I have a few words for the WEF crowd and hope and pray that some might hear and heed. As one taken to hell on the evening of August 30,
2002 in my automobile accident, I learned that there is MUCH MORE to life than getting rich and living in luxury. The WEF people need to
realize that they will have to give an account and if they come up short, their future existence and destiny will be incredibly sad one indeed,
but unfortunately with no hope. I will pray that their eyes be opened to the truth and that they will be enable to see their sel?shness and
greed which is hurting so many.
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Any studies or claims that vaccines might exert biological (like a "bioweapon") effects that could cause mental illness, such as anxiety,
ADHD, OCD or anorexia nervosa, are dismissed outright by pro-vaxxers. In fact, the current article and videos do that by stating as an
implied fact that children's mental disorders are caused by externalities associated with vaccines, such as incessant COVID propaganda
and mandates to stay indoors. In this way of de?ning the situation, which is the conventional psychological and psychiatric view, children's
emotional problems are caused by what amounts to social problems and not by pharma chemicals that are injected into their bodies.

In all cases of serious psychological disorders, pharma drugs are the only acceptable treatment, and that's what kids get when they're
referred for psychological or psychiatric help. Anything involving issues of mental health is controlled entirely by pharma - that includes all
the professional diagnostic methods, all of the media "information" about mental illness, and the methods of treatment. If a mental patient
tells her therapist that she believes a vaccine is the cause of her problems, the therapist will say or imply that her claims are delusional and
symptomatic of her mental condition.
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On my "Next Door" email group one neighbor was all up in arms because she saw a women in Walmart pick up some cilantro and put her
nose in it to smell it.  She wanted to report it to the store manager and went on and on about how horrible this person was and how she had
no regards for the health and safety of others. About half of the respondents fully agreed with her, while the other half (me included)
basically told her to stop being a germaphobe, get a life, and just wash her d**n produce!!! This stupid propaganda has turned the masses
into a bunch of raving mad lunatics with no common sense whatsoever!!
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the spin KATU Channel 2 Portland! In lockstep! More vaccinated people are dying of COVID-19. Here's what that means
katu.com/news/nation-world/rise-in-breakthrough-deaths-should-not-cast..
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schmattas
Joined On 2/26/2017 4:23:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Untruth is unreality... and unreality is literally insanity!
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eric11
Joined On 12/8/2018 1:12:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I live in Spain and It really is a sight to behold almost everyone, all the programmed indoctrinated unthinking sheeple with their face diapers
on, when in fact the law allows them to go slave symbol free when they´re not in close proximity to other sheep. Makes you want to cry.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had an Eye Dr. appt last week and received an email requesting that I sanitize my ID, insurance card and payment card before
arriving for my appointment.  What a joke, of course I didn't sanitize anything!
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A family member said they may have to spend Christmas without the younger generation, because C19 is surging in Ireland supposedly.  I
said "but you took the 'shot' right, answer yes plus booster!  So why are you afraid?  Because I can still catch it!  So why did you take those
shots?  Because my chances of severe disease and dying are diminished."  My question here is if the experimental mRNA shots
effectiveness diminishes rather rapidly because the virus is a rapidly mutating one, how long does the protection last for less severe
symptoms and death in those who took it, logically it would wane rather rapidly right, and the recipient is left with a false sense of security,
thinking they have long term protection against dying if they catch the virus, when they have none.  I need to get this clari?ed, since I am
met with the same response for all those who have taken it, that they are protected from dying whereas they would not be without the 'shot.'
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And yet we must all get the shot to protect those who already got the shot, because the shot doesn't work.  Only in an insane world
would this make any sense.
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spj64394
Joined On 9/27/2015 3:49:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank God for the UK and other countries (Israel) giving us some data we can believe as opposed to our country perpetuating lies and
distorting statistics for political purposes.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No one can get out of the mental stress, vaxxed or unvaxxed, the stress is the same.  We all look for data to support our theory... and it's out
there.
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fra9219
Joined On 10/27/2021 1:26:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So many great comments here: well thought-out, intelligent responses to this article. Thank you everybody for your contributions. You have
made my day brighter!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ALL PART OF THE "PLAN".  Reduce the population so Gates and fellow millionaires can enjoy the bene?ts of this world with just enough
servants to make life comfortable for themselves.
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CESSIG
Joined On 7/9/2010 11:30:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And now they're adding "mood disorders" as another group who should get the booster shots.  The pandemic they created and the mood
disorders associated with it now are conveniently part of this group as well.  When will this HELL end?!!!!!
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jswguitar
Joined On 6/19/2006 4:01:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so thankful for you Dr. Mercola, you are a light in this dark insane world. Keep up the good ?ght.
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chieromancer
Joined On 3/27/2008 6:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What we should be afraid of is how easily our governments used fear to control us, _ying in the face of the actual science.
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Chaddio
Joined On 10/12/2006 5:34:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Question about "social".  Does anyone know of a good place/site to ?nd others "in your area" for socializing with others that get the truth,
unvaccinated, etc.  I had asked this question before but didn't follow up.  Someone had suggested meetup but I'm not gong that route, not a
good idea.  And I don't want to hear about "you can't trust anybody" as someone else had said. That's too extreme.  You can trust some
people, and that would be psychosis in itself.  So ideas?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check the Corbett Report. There are some apps. I've got a few red pilled in my community. Or close to it. No masks and other junk.
This will be a place that will secede if possible. Let the blues become enslaved since they are so risk averse.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I attend bi monthly meetings for CHD in a tucked away room in a bar in Los Angeles.  Maybe you could go on their website and see if
there are any in your area!
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gh`nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It took a world war to silence the delusion prior to this one; but was it a delusion or just a facet of this global depopulation that is coming
out from behind the curtain … “oh wizard, oh wizard, why for art thou you magni?cent beast.”  “If you can keep your head when all about you
     Are losing theirs and blaming it on you, …”  -Rudyard Kipling  Such a magni?cent observation!
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can keep my thinking clear, but my temper, that is very di]cult in the face of such coercion and out and out human rights violations!
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And the biggest gateway to develop Insanity within one's own mind: BELIEF IN PROPAGANDA.
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youngsankang
Joined On 2/15/2012 5:04:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let us not use the word "pandemic" because it is the fear-mongers' disinformation word.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

'Skool' marks those of this pretend resistance to be of the same Sun Tzu craft who are purposely misleading & crafting the delusion,
'consciously evolving' mankind believing they are superior & will overcome of their own devices & inventions.  Like the Jesuits & gurus &
shamans of Babylonian occult order, & hierarchy who dishonestly manipulate from the shadows & supposedly 'above', not sharing whole
truth.  It's school in English, & when we all speak the same language honestly, & in truth, we understand one another.  The same thing goes
for the other vulgar tongues of men & nations.  Christ said that offenses would come: but woe to him by which they come.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The US is now going after innocent children: www.cnbc.com/2021/10/26/fda-panel-recommends-p?zers-low-dose-covid-va..
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are all innocent children. Sometimes children (in government) are guilty.
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jdistefano
Joined On 7/21/2021 11:41:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent article.  Now I understand why the majority of my friends and family get very angry with me when I speak the truth about this
plandemic
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For WSC - wake-up!  How to reset - take down the society (divide and conquer), then take down it's currency.  "Duckduckgo" the "Bank for
International Settlements" and the "International Monetary Fund".   On 08.23.2021 the IMF issued $650B (US) in Special Drawing Rights
(based on ?ve currencies).  www.imf.org/en/About/Factsheets/Sheets/2016/08/01/14/51/Special-Drawin..       (Who controls the BIS?)
SDRs are a direct challenge to the US dollar's reserve status.  Consider high in_ation, massive printing by the FED, huge spending by the
Demwits, and a weaponized dollar?  How does the country bene?t from this?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cannot disagree. Build Back Better main premise is to destroy all existing pillars of a constitutional republic ?rst before they use the
very same people they destroyed to pay for building back thru FREE PRINTING of $$$. In looking at the 1st 9 months of the puppets
term I would say it's on pace and we have not even begin to see in_ation truly rise, supply shortages and energy prices sky rocket. In
6-9 months time what we think we see now with rises will be nothing compared to what is coming
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backthetruckup
Joined On 7/9/2012 7:11:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How would I know I was in a psychosis?  It feels so safe.
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jskwara
Joined On 5/18/2021 8:00:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Silly Silly People. Wonderful highly intelligent commentary here but virtually everyone misses the key point. The systems are set up so that
we can never defeat this following the systems they set up. You have to think out of the box, dirty, nasty and whatever else it takes but
playing by their rules I'll wish you luck in your new life of slavery.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh but...be a good citizen. We are all in this together the narrative would say. Just this past week I have noticed an uptick of the MSM
reporting on fallout aspects of the plandemic we all knew would happen early on. The lockdowns, aspects of mental illness, increases in
suicides, obesity, liver disease from drinking too much etc etc. The very same media that chose not to make the obvious known now thinks
they have some sort of breaking news...so predictable. Now they will play the false compassionate plea to society with the promise of free
entitlement programs to show they care. The main agenda of a commiecRAT is to make people squirm and society divided-chaotic and
then throw programs at them of entitlement intention when people have been broken. Also, noted in the MSM this past week is the ramped
up 24/7 case count of positive tests etc. The FEAR MONGERING is as strong as ever.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From 15 days to _atten the curve to 15 boosters to _atten the curve and the sheep most assuredly will continue to line up and pull up
a sleeve

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2021 8:02:36 AM
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"sharing information, facts, data and evidence tends to be ineffective except in cases where the person was acting out of peer pressure
rather than a delusional belief. Typically, the best you can do is stand ?rm and act in alignment with truth and objective reality, much like
you would if you were a ?rst responder faced with an accident victim who is responding hysterically to what you know is only a minor
injury." Very insightful and true.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I avoid arguing, I will give very concise factual sound bites of info, then I shut up regardless of what the other says, because when
they hear the same information elsewhere, it won't seem so far out and more digestible maybe!
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you want to hear from someone with psychosis just read troll WSC comments.  I think this guy ran into him in the park.....
worldyturnings.blog/.../covid-just-a-walk-in-the-park
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My mindset:  "Pseudo-Reality of COVID-19(Dr. Fauci)" vs. "Reality of Common Sense." We are "Prisoners of War" (Bideman's Chart of
Coercion)  vs. Free thinking men/women. ratical.org/PandemicParallaxView/mp3s/CHART-OF-COERCION-1956-Biderman-..    (will
download a PDF)
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heirloomer
Joined On 2/8/2013 8:11:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely fantastic explanation of our reality.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Without anyone held liable for the damage the jabs are creating; how in all good decision making (i know, I know...good decision making
calls for research); how can any parent let their child(ren) receive the jab?  No one is responsible.  If your child ends up in the hospital with a
forever condition....you are the one carrying the cost for what?  for a sickness that doesn’t even effect them?  How stupid have we become?
 But you watch there will be lines of children receiving it.  All out of the fear stated above.  I learned long ago not to make any decision when
in fear or any other strong emotion...calm down and make it out of a clear head not a cluttered one.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fear and anxiety shut down the frontal cortex of the brain.  This is the part of the brain that analyzes information.  It is necessary for
decision making--that is, informed consent.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But so many of the delusional still analyze information. This is so confusing.  I've thought crazy things before. Yet somehow I have
remained outside this mass hysteria. Am I just too atypical in my thinking?
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rensmith... Perhaps you are not controlled by fear.  I often see persons with a "survivor mentality" who have been tested or forced to
step outside of convention.  They learn what they are capable of and feel no further need to conform or submit.  Examples might
include battle-tested warriors or cancer survivors who pursued a nonstandard approach.  They are con?dent when relying on their
own resources.  no need to allow fear to control them.
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RAMSGATEROY
Joined On 8/26/2021 4:40:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am a 76 year old in the UK who felt pressured by siblings to get "the jab". I do however believe you are right but why have quite a large % of
health workers in the UK declined to get vaccinated. We are where we are. I have just had my booster shot. What is my best way out of this
problem.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Educate yourself on the success of early treatments, that will lessen your fear that could drive you to continue on the spike protein
train!  Also, educate yourself on methods to keep your immune system strong!
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cho3938
Joined On 1/11/2017 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So coincidental...last week I had  checked out/watched a DVD from the library on the Salem Witch Trials (1692)! I, too, was thinking
everything going on for the past 18 mos. was eerily similar to that time...I guess history does repeat itself...
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bloodguy
Joined On 5/12/2009 10:10:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yay, perfect timing for more pharma psycho meds...
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EmilyHarbour
Joined On 7/25/2021 5:51:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The UK has been mostly insane for a decade as it elected a tory government who are hell bent on destroying the NHS. America was already
insane pre covid because it elected the imbecile trump. UK followed suit by insanely electing the second biggest imbecile in politics, the
pathological serial lying philandering johnson. Insanity was present long before covid, admittedly it may now be worse.
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MK3140
Joined On 2/1/2021 10:13:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where are the military? Whose side are they on?
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MK3140
Joined On 2/1/2021 10:13:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And you think Biden is an improvement on Trump? Biden is one of the Build Back Better brigade, so is Trudeau, Macron, Johnson,
Merkel and Merkel's replacement. Trump was not one of the 179 who sat on Schwab's knee. If you listened to Trump's UN speech,
you would know that Trump was never in their game, he fought it and lost.
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JuQuDC
Joined On 7/10/2020 5:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Emilyharbour, Turn off the UK media. Trump did not indicate insanity. He could be boorish and crude, but was not insane. He was
correct about many things including preferring therapeutics to vaccine, at least initially. If you want insane, the USA appears to have
it now. And Boris cannot touch Joe in the serial liar competition. Take a listen to his “stories” sometime. And, maybe I should stop
using your word insane. The proper description for these folks is incompetent grifters.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Name one president in his ?rst 9 months in o]ce has caused more damage to a society for the common man than the puppet has
doing what he is told to do?
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Emily, Our UK politicians are all as corrupt and bad as each other -- all out to line their own pockets.
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Myra47
Joined On 11/30/2020 6:52:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On top of all this, spare a thought for our innocent children in Scotland who are being taught at the tender age of 4 or 5 to choose which
gender they wish to be, and if they want to change from being one gender to another, they will be given supplements to help the transition.
We have never had so much mental health issues in children. At the other end of the lifespan, older people are becoming anxious, as our
glorious leaders are pro end of life procedures. I could list many more depressing proposals put forward by the nationalist devolution, but I
think I have made my point. Atheistic ruling in Scotland is a high contender for low spirits, apart from the pandemic.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Deeply disturbing, Myra. Gender and identity politics is clearly being used to fuel an assault on young people’s very sense of self. I
was raised an atheist, but since the pandemic have ?rmly committed to Christianity, not because of an event or epiphany, or out of
fear, but because I see a desperate need for Judeo-Christian values in this world to counteract the great evil pushing a very different
agenda. Firm values that can support a young person in standing up to what is taking place.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A totally inappropriate question to pose to any child.  However, a friend has a son who at the age of three or four said 'God made a
mistake, I am a girl.'  And, this child was completely feminine, and everything that was of interest for him was in the female domain.
 Nature makes mistakes all the time.    The child will let the parent know if there is such a tragic dissonance occurring between the
physical gender they were born with and the one their emotional and psychological make-up feels themselves to be.  It is rare and
heart breaking, not something to encourage or foist upon the undeveloped mind of a child.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Myra47, Thats absolutely true, my daughter has worked in a nursery for 20 odd years. She teaches (as a child development o]cer) 3
and 4 year olds (pre school) she is horri?ed at children of these tender years being in_icted by this type of unnecessary stuff. She
doesnt get involved in that at all. I too ?nd it shocking, what are they doing to these little children's minds.
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Freedomofchoice1
Joined On 10/2/2012 12:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you this is a great article and an answer to many of my exact questions as to WHY amongst other people sick,  a woman after
hospitilisation with severe side effects after her 2 x vaxx injection believes she could have been worse off IF she was not double
vaxxed???? I thought she was mad..now I have a little bit better understanding where she is coming from. BUT the question still is open
how does the normal person react or can we help if everything from “our” healthy don’t worry it is not such a big problem there are cures…
gets the opposite reaction? Catch 22
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mollie17
Joined On 10/28/2021 2:19:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Dr Mercola, this is another fascinating article from you but I have to admit, I can’t follow all the ?gures. It’s a very long time since I
studied maths at school but some of the percentage increases you mention don’t make sense to me and also the 75% statistic you mention
at the beginning of the article doesn’t seem to be backed up by later ?gures ... or am I missing something?!
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joeymerk
Joined On 10/28/2021 2:39:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mass psychosis - sounds like what happened to all the MAGAits at a trump rally :)
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pat5297
Joined On 8/15/2021 4:49:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can thank the socialist loving teachers union for the fear and permanent damage they have perpetrated on our children. I’m not saying
teachers have but the union they belong to are pure heretics.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone who thinks outside the box, would understand this. I addressed this issue many months ago. I can see the fear, every time I venture
outside. The Lemmings are still wearing their muzzles everywhere they go! The main point that people really need to understand; is that
nothing that is transpiring now, is by accident. Everything is planned - including the deterioration of people's mental and emotional health.
Cripple people, mentally and emotionally; and they are no longer any threat! Also; we need to stop repeating the fallacy that women make
less than men; don't get the top employment opportunities, etc, etc. Here's what I see, with my own eyes: Women (most women who live in
my area) living in luxury residences, driving luxury cars, wearing designer clothes - and each day, I see more and more women in positions
of power...just look at TURDeau's new cabinet!
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I saw the psychosis vid a while back and its great to see more views via Dr Mercola.  The good news is that the most susceptible are the
same people with Trump derangement syndrome. This means that the vast majority of the vaxxed dead will be the snow_ake Democrats.
 Hence the need for everyone to get vaxxed by hook or by crook.  And if erveryone is vaxxed there will be no control grp to prove depop
crime against humanity.
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

COVID became a mental disorder long ago, predominate among liberals. Liberalism is a developmental disorder characterized by an
inability to think independently leading to over-reliance upon others, predominately the government. The government then manipulates
these weak-minded subjects through fear. Hence, COVID.
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

C-oordinated   O-dyssey   V-ia  I-nsane   D-iscourse
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

this is interesting....
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Think I am BSin ya?  read the facts published in U.S.Department of Defense  
 www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/2530494/dod-o]cial..  DOD O]cials Discuss Quantum Science, 5G and
Directed Energy. "This is the same technology that's going to connect our war?ghters and our weapons systems," he said. "Our
speci?c objectives are ?rst to win at the 5G technology race by accelerating our 5G capabilities and innovating."
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

projectcamelotportal.com/2020/08/30/covid-is-caused-by-tesla-tech-dire..   COVID CAUSED BY DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPONS?
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chrismorley
Joined On 10/28/2021 12:23:12 AM
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Good work Dr. Mercola. Would you be able to ?nd out and report about the so called "Dengue" cases on rise in India? O]cially there are
85,000 excess dengue cases across the country, but people are saying it cannot be any lesser than 500K. As expected, the Govt is hiding
the data!!
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wcs7043
Joined On 2/24/2014 1:49:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Finally, an apt description of the Mercola website and the shared delusions in the comments section. Even prepandemic, the supplement
ads always had an alarmist paranoid vibe, but at least they were informative about the dangers from the chemical industry.I lost interest
ever since the “great reset” nonsense took over.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You wont make it long enough to experience reset....already occurring before your eyes but under state of psychosis you are
hopelessly blind and lost.   Even people on the insane left admit to the reset by world central banks and WEF.   You probably dont
even know what a central bank is or does......
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wsc7043, so enlighten everyone on what is really happening in places like Australia and Canada if it isn’t the “great reset”. Do you not
see we are on a one-way path to Communism? The massive campaign in the USA to tax the wealthiest people into obliviation and
raise the minimum wage of non-skilled labor to more than $40,000/year is COMMUNISM! Healthcare for all and free college for all is
COMMUNISM! Vaccine mandates, lockdowns, mask mandates, and vaccine I.D. cards are all COMMUNISM. That’s what everyone is
calling the “great reset”. You may have a better title for what is happening, but most of us call this the “great reset”
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no such thing as "independent research." The money usually comes from somewhere, and the sources are usually not very nice
entities. The ONLY independent research I can rely on is done by me, because at least I take responsibility for my own decisions. Nobody
else can and nobody else will. The same applies to “medical” researchers: only the extremely few who do their research for free can be
trusted, but only to a certain extent, because even they are usually stuck in the traditional, faulty “medical” paradigm. Using the current fake
"medical" terminology turns even the most well-meaning people into accomplices. The same applies to complying with ANY of the
“mandates.”
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snydersofvlora
Joined On 8/31/2019 11:17:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can someone please make the AfterSkool video with a real person talking! The monotone voice and hand writing on the wall don't work! I
simply cannot watch that style of presentation!
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The range of gaslighting is amazing. Only a few can think clearly. I strongly recommend the comment section on Rapapport's site:
www.nomorefakenews.com. How much longer will it take for people to realize that the virus doesn't exist?
 www.westonaprice.org/.../covid-there-is-no-virus   The symptoms were caused by new 5G installations and now people are dying from the
poisons/parasites in the lethal injections. Virology is a giant scam.

Viruses are refuse from the body: dead cells broken up, but carrying fragments of the original cell's DNA. The lethal injections are most of
the time saline solutions, but when they contain something, graphene oxide is there for a start that makes the injected vulnerable to 5G
attacks. After that, there are natural and arti?cial parasites in some of the batches (after all, the genocide must be gradual), for which
Ivermectin works (but it must NOT be overdosed, because it acts as a nerve agent on the parasites and, beyond a certain dosage, it doesn't
discriminate against humans, either).

"CV symptoms" started with 5G installations both in Wuhan and in Northern Italy. "Doctors" simply ignore the symptoms even after patients
speci?cally tell them that their problems started after a 5G antenna had been installed next to their windows... Also, only the Good Lord
knows what was in the stinking "disinfectants" and the ever-so-common chemtrails... The muzzles and the "tests" contain(ed) well-know
carcinogens. The "tests" also stole your DNA.

It is amazing how many people still say, "I had Covid..." despite the fact that the darn thing doesn't even exist and even if it did, it couldn't be
properly diagnosed. Many fall for the Wuhan lab story, whereas the only thing that, logically speaking, must have happened there was the
testing of the lethal injections, because mRNA tech has been around since the early 1980s:
www.lewrockwell.com/2021/08/dr-igor-shepherd/mrna-vaccines-the-silent-..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Virology is a giant scam" I disagree with you. Viruses have been isolated and puri?ed, and seen. I have corresponded in the past
with a scientist who did that. To discredit this, is also to discredit the natural health movement .Is that the intention? I can only hope
not (I did not say, I trust not).
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola: About the lies that “viruses” have been “isolated”:  1. Viruses don't exist, only dead cell fragments that the body gets rid
of have been named as such. Due to the in?nite range of “variants,” it would be quite a feat to "isolate" ANY of them. It would be a
good exercise to check the ?nancing of the labs where "viruses" have been "isolated." I personally don't care, because the answer is
so obvious.

2. By "isolation," "researchers mean that they place a sample of a "patient's goodness-knows-what" (considered the "source" of the
"virus" without any evidence) into a brew, add chemicals and live cells to it, and upon the live cell's dying, they triumphantly declare
that it was the "virus" that killed them, although toxic chemicals and/or deprivation from nutrients (both are the case most of the
time) would alone do the job.  3. Nobody can "sequence" something that is not pure. Conjecturing by deduction is a far cry from
"isolation."  www.westonaprice.org/.../covid-there-is-no-virus  ~
thefreedomarticles.com/o]cial-narrative-fake-covid-vaccine-gives-you..
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola: The myth of science again... Only a discipline capable of using the scienti?c method can be called science. By applying
the same method in the same environment (with no variables involved), the researcher must arrive at the same result. You can ?gure
out yourself how far that principle can be applied.

A “scientist” or an “expert” is a person who knows more about something than others do and, in return, he is supposed to be revered.
Yet if you know two percent of a thing (as is the case with the human genome), you are still nearly as ignorant as someone who
knows nothing, except you are an extremely dangerous fool, because you trust your “knowledge,” which makes you into the
Magician’s apprentice.

The pseudo-science of modern Medicine is a good example. Psychiatry takes the lead as the ?eld of the most dangerous fools,
because the fools representing it wield enough power to destroy people’s lives. Where are they now to protect the children from the
conformist psychopaths? Hiding under their desks, prescribing poisons and trembling in fear for losing their jobs for accidentally
telling the truth...
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CindyLou1
Joined On 3/16/2010 8:30:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMG, Dr. Mercola, where did you ?nd this loser?  I stopped watching just after he said that the loss of religion was the problem with mental
illness and right where he said that the mother can not model the male principle.  I did not want go on for the total failure of hearing him say
that women were not good enough, period, in some way.  I do not want to have to be responsible for what I would do or say after that.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are profoundly ignorant of current psychological-social issues. Your ignorant remark prompted me to look at your pro?le. Of
course it's empty. If you have credentials to challenge Dr. McDonalds opinions, you should state them. Dr McDonald is a competent
psychiatrist. The  themes addressed in the vid chosen by Mercola include the effect of the ubiquitous isolating communications tech
"smart Phones" and how that exacerbates the social isolation and alienation of children. McDonald is profoundly correct on the
negative effect of the absence of a religious foundation in families. This includes no parent to model the archetype of nurturing, usu.
done by the mother-?gure in the household.

We can blame post-modern feminism for that. "Feminists" Friedan and Steinem called the home-building (therefore
character-building) activities of a husband-?gure and mother-?gure as "shitwork" (straight from her damnable book "The Feminine
Mystique").  Friedan and her allies (including feminized males) would have all females become masculinized Amazons. No thanks.
Read the book, educate yourself, and become "responsible for what you would do or say after", to use your own words.
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